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Abstract
In a reversible language, any forward computation can be undone by a finite sequence of backward steps. Reversible computing has been studied in
the context of different programming languages and formalisms, where it has
been used for testing and verification, among others. In this paper, we consider a subset of Erlang, a functional and concurrent programming language
based on the actor model. We present a formal semantics for reversible computation in this language and prove its main properties, including its causal
consistency. We also build on top of it a rollback operator that can be used
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to undo the actions of a process up to a given checkpoint.
Keywords: reversible computation, actor model, concurrency, rollback
recovery
1. Introduction
Let us consider that the operational semantics of a programming language
is specified by a state transition relation R such that R(s, s0 ) holds if the state
s0 is reachable—in one step—from state s. Then, we say that a programming
language (or formalism) is reversible if there exists a constructive algorithm
that can be used to recover the predecessor state s from s0 . In general, such
a property does not hold for most programming languages and formalisms.
We refer the interested reader to, e.g., [4, 12, 33, 34] for a high level account
of the principles of reversible computation.
The notion of reversible computation was first introduced in Landauer’s
seminal work [17] and, then, further improved by Bennett [3] in order to
avoid the generation of “garbage” data. The idea underlying these works
is that any programming language or formalism can be made reversible by
adding the history of the computation to each state, which is usually called a
Landauer embedding. Although carrying the history of a computation might
seem infeasible because of its size, there are several successful proposals that
are based on this idea. In particular, one can restrict the original language
or apply a number of analysis in order to restrict the required information
in the history as much as possible, as in, e.g., [24, 26, 31] in the context of a
functional language.
In this paper, we aim at introducing a form of reversibility in the context of a programming language that follows the actor model (concurrency
based on message passing), a first-order subset of the concurrent and functional language Erlang [1]. Previous approaches have mainly considered reversibility in—mostly synchronous—concurrent calculi like CCS [9, 10] and
π-calculus [8]; a general framework for reversibility of algebraic process calculi [28], or the recent approach to reversible session-based π-calculus [32].
However, we can only find a few approaches that considered the reversibility
of asynchronous calculi, e.g., Cardelli and Laneve’s reversible structures [6],
and reversible extensions of the concurrent functional language µOz [23], of a
higher-order asynchronous π-calculus [19], and of the coordination language
µKlaim [15]. In the last two cases, a form of control of the backward execution using a rollback operator has also been studied [18, 15]. In the case of
µOz, reversibility has been exploited for debugging [14].
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To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first one that considers
reversibility in the context of the functional, concurrent, and distributed
language Erlang. Here, given a running Erlang system consisting of a pool
of interacting processes, possibly distributed in several computers, we aim at
allowing a single process to undo its actions in a stepwise manner, including
the interactions with other processes, following a rollback fashion. In this
context, we must ensure causal consistency [9], i.e., an action cannot be
undone until all the actions that depend on it have already been undone.
E.g., if a process p1 spawns a process p2, we cannot undo the spawning of
process p2 until all the actions performed by the process p2 are undone too.
This is particularly challenging in an asynchronous and distributed setting,
where ensuring causal consistency for backward computations is far from
trivial.
In this paper, we consider a simple Erlang-like language that can be seen
as a subset of Core Erlang [7]. We present the following contributions:
• First, we introduce an appropriate semantics for the language. In contrast to previous semantics like that in [5] which were monolithic, ours
is modular, which simplifies the definition of a reversible extension.
Here, we follow some of the ideas in [30], e.g., the use of a global mailbox (there called “ether”). There are also some differences though. In
the semantics of [30], at the expression level, the semantics of a receive
statement is, in principle, infinitely branching, since their formulation
allows for an infinite number of possible queues and selected messages
(see [13, page 53] for a detailed explanation). This source of nondeterminism is avoided in our semantics.
• We then introduce a reversible semantics that can go both forward
and backward (basically, a Landauer embedding), in a nondeterministic fashion, called an uncontrolled reversible semantics according to the
terminology in [20]. Here, we focus on the concurrent actions (namely,
process spawning, message sending and receiving) and, thus, we do
not define a reversible semantics for the functional component of the
language; rather, we assume that the state of the process—the current expression and its environment—is stored in the history after each
execution step. This approach could be improved following, e.g., the
techniques presented in [24, 26, 31]. We state and formally prove several
properties of the semantics and, particularly, its causal consistency.
• Finally, we add control to the reversible semantics by introducing a
rollback operator that can be used to undo the actions of a given process
until a given checkpoint—introduced by the programmer—is reached.
3

module
fun
fname
lit
expr

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
|
|
|
|
clause ::=
pat ::=

module Atom = fun 1 . . . fun n
fname = fun (Var 1 , . . . , Var n ) → expr
Atom/Integer
Atom | Integer | Float | Pid | [ ]
Var | lit | fname | [expr1 |expr2 ] | {expr1 , . . . , exprn }
call Op (expr1 , . . . , exprn ) | apply fname (expr1 , . . . , exprn )
case expr of clause1 ; . . . ; clausem end
let Var = expr1 in expr2 | receive clause1 ; . . . ; clausen end
spawn(fname, [expr1 , . . . , exprn ]) | expr ! expr | self()
pat when expr1 → expr2
Var | lit | [pat1 |pat2 ] | {pat1 , . . . , patn }
Figure 1: Language syntax rules

In order to ensure causal consistency, the rollback action might be
propagated to other, dependent processes.
This paper is an extended version of [27]. Compared to [27], we introduce an
uncontrolled reversible semantics and prove a number of fundamental theoretical properties, including its causal consistency. The rollback semantics,
originally introduced in [27], has been refined and improved (see Section 7
for more details).
The paper is organised as follows. The syntax and semantics of the considered language are presented in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. Our (uncontrolled) reversible semantics is then introduced in Section 4, while the
rollback operator is defined in Section 5. A proof-of-concept implementation
of the reversible semantics is described in Section 6. Finally, some related
work is discussed in Section 7, and Section 8 concludes and points out some
directions for future work.
2. Language Syntax
In this section, we present the syntax of a first-order concurrent and
distributed functional language that follows the actor model. Our language
is equivalent to a subset of Core Erlang [7].
The syntax of the language can be found in Figure 1. Here, a module is a
sequence of function definitions, where each function name f /n (atom/arity)
has an associated definition of the form fun (X1 , . . . , Xn ) → e. We consider that a program consists of a single module for simplicity. The body
of a function is an expression, which can include variables, literals, function
4

names, lists, tuples, calls to built-in functions—mainly arithmetic and relational operators—, function applications, case expressions, let bindings, and
receive expressions; furthermore, we also include the functions spawn, “!”
(for sending a message), and self() that are usually considered built-ins in
the Erlang language. As is common practice, we assume that X is a fresh
variable in a let binding of the form let X = expr 1 in expr 2 .
As shown by the syntax in Figure 1, we only consider first-order expressions. Therefore, the first argument in applications and spawns is a function
name (instead of an arbitrary expression or closure). Analogously, the first
argument in calls is a built-in operation Op.
In this language, we distinguish expressions, patterns, and values. Here,
patterns are built from variables, literals, lists, and tuples, while values are
built from literals, lists, and tuples, i.e., they are ground —without variables—
patterns. Expressions are denoted by e, e0 , e1 , e2 , . . ., patterns by pat, pat0 ,
pat1 , pat2 , . . . and values by v, v 0 , v1 , v2 , . . . Atoms are typically denoted with
roman letters, while variables start with an uppercase letter. As it is common practice, a substitution θ is a mapping from variables to expressions,
and Dom(θ) = {X ∈ Var | X 6= θ(X)} is its domain.1 Substitutions are
usually denoted by sets of bindings like, e.g., {X1 7→ v1 , . . . , Xn 7→ vn }.
Substitutions are extended to morphisms from expressions to expressions
in the natural way. The identity substitution is denoted by id. Composition of substitutions is denoted by juxtaposition, i.e., θθ0 denotes a
substitution θ00 such that θ00 (X) = θ0 (θ(X)) for all X ∈ Var . Also, we
denote by θ[X1 7→ v1 , . . . , Xn 7→ vn ] the update of θ with the mapping
{X1 7→ v1 , . . . , Xn 7→ vn }, i.e., it denotes a new substitution θ0 such that
θ0 (X) = vi if X = Xi , for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and θ0 (X) = θ(X) otherwise.
In a case expression “case e of pat1 when e1 → e01 ; . . . ; patn when en →
e0n end”, we first evaluate e to a value, say v; then, we should find (if any)
the first clause pati when ei → e0i such that v matches pati (i.e., there exists
a substitution σ for the variables of pati such that v = pati σ) and ei σ—the
guard —reduces to true; then, the case expression reduces to e0i σ. Note that
guards can only contain calls to built-in functions (typically, arithmetic and
relational operators).
As for the concurrent features of the language, we consider that a system
is a pool of processes that can only interact through message sending and
receiving (i.e., there is no shared memory). Each process has an associated
pid (process identifier), which is unique in a system. As in Erlang, we consider
a specific type or domain Pid for pids. Furthermore, in this work, we assume
1

Since we consider an eager language, variables are bound to values.
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that pids can only be introduced in a computation from the evaluation of
functions spawn and self (see below). By abuse of notation, when no confusion
can arise, we refer to a process with its pid.
An expression of the form spawn(f /n, [e1 , . . . , en ]) has, as a side effect, the
creation of a new process, with a fresh pid p, initialised with the expression
apply f /n (v1 , . . . , vn ), where v1 , . . . , vn are the evaluations of e1 , . . . , en , respectively; the expression spawn(f /n, [e1 , . . . , en ]) itself evaluates to the new
pid p. The function self() just returns the pid of the current process. An
expression of the form e1 ! e2 , where e1 evaluates to a pid p and e2 to a value
v, also evaluates to the value v and, as a side effect, the value v—the message—will be stored in the queue or mailbox of process p at some point in
the future.
Finally, an expression “receive pat1 when e1 → e01 ; . . . ; patn when en →
e0n end” traverses the messages in the process’ queue until one of them
matches a branch in the receive statement; i.e., it should find the first message v in the process’ queue (if any) such that case v of pat1 when e1 →
e01 ; . . . ; patn when en → e0n end can be reduced; then, the receive expression
evaluates to the same expression to which the above case expression would
be evaluated, with the additional side effect of deleting the message v from
the process’ queue. If there is no matching message in the queue, the process
suspends its execution until a matching message arrives.
Example 1. Consider the program shown in Figure 2, where the symbol
“ ” is used to denote an anonymous variable, i.e., a variable whose name is
not relevant. The computation starts with “apply main/0 ().” This creates a
process, say p1. Then, p1 spawns two new processes, say p2 and p3, and then
sends the message hello to process p3 and the message {p3, world} to process
p2, which then resends world to p3. Note that we consider that variables P 2
and P 3 are bound to pids p2 and p3, respectively.
In our language, there is no guarantee regarding which message arrives
first to p3, i.e., both interleavings (a) and (b) in Figure 3 are possible (resulting in function target/0 returning either {hello, world} or {world, hello}).
This is coherent with the semantics of Erlang, where the only guarantee is
that if two messages are sent from process p to process p0 , and both are
delivered, then the order of these messages is kept.2
2

Current implementations only guarantee this restriction within the same node though.
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main/0 = fun () → let P 2 = spawn(echo/0, [ ])
in let P 3 = spawn(target/0, [ ])
in let = P 3 ! hello
in P 2 ! {P 3, world}
target/0 = fun () → receive
A → receive
B → {A, B}
end
end
echo/0 = fun () → receive
{P, M } → P ! M
end
Figure 2: A simple concurrent program
p2

p1

p3

p1

p3 ! hello

p2

p3

p3 ! hello
+

p2 ! {p3, world}

p2 ! {p3, world}

)
p3 ! world

)
p3 ! world
&

&
/

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Admissible interleavings in Example 1

3. The Language Semantics
In order to precisely set the framework for our proposal, in this section
we formalise the semantics of the considered language.
Definition 2 (Process). A process is denoted by a tuple hp, (θ, e), qi where
p is the pid of the process, (θ, e) is the control—which consists of an environment (a substitution) and an expression to be evaluated—and q is the
process’ mailbox, a FIFO queue with the sequence of messages that have
been sent to the process.
We consider the following operations on local mailboxes. Given a message
v and a local mailbox q, we let v : q denote a new mailbox with message v
on top of it (i.e., v is the newer message). We also denote with q\\v a new
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queue that results from q by removing the oldest occurrence of message v
(which is not necessarily the oldest message in the queue).
A running system can then be seen as a pool of processes, which we formally
define as follows:
Definition 3 (System). A system is denoted by Γ; Π, where Γ, the global
mailbox, is a multiset of pairs of the form (target process pid, message), and
Π is a pool of processes, denoted by an expression of the form
hp1 , (θ1 , e1 ), q1 i | · · · | hpn , (θn , en ), qn i
where “ | ” denotes an associative and commutative operator. Given a global
mailbox Γ, we let Γ ∪ {(p, v)} denote a new mailbox also including the pair
(p, v), where we use “∪” as multiset union.
We often denote a system by an expression of the form Γ; hp, (θ, e), qi | Π
to point out that hp, (θ, e), qi is an arbitrary process of the pool (thanks to
the fact that “ | ” is associative and commutative).
Intuitively, Γ stores messages after they are sent, and before they are inserted
in the target mailbox, hence it models messages which are in the network.
The use of Γ (which is similar to the “ether” in [30]) is needed to guarantee
that all message interleavings admissible in an asynchronous communication
model (where the order of messages is not preserved) can be generated by
our semantics.
In the following, we denote by on a sequence of syntactic objects o1 , . . . , on
for some n. We also write oi,j for the sequence oi , . . . , oj when i ≤ j (and the
empty sequence otherwise). We write o when the number of elements is not
relevant.
The semantics is defined by means of two transition relations: −→ for
expressions and ,→ for systems. Let us first consider the labelled transition
relation
−→ : (Env, Exp) × Label × (Env, Exp)
where Env and Exp are the domains of environments (i.e., substitutions)
and expressions, respectively, and Label denotes an element of the set
{τ, send(v1 , v2 ), rec(κ, cln ), spawn(κ, a/n, [vn ]), self(κ)}
whose meaning will be explained below. We use ` to range over labels. For
clarity, we divide the transition rules of the semantics for expressions in two
sets: rules for sequential expressions are depicted in Figure 4, while rules for
8

`

(Var )

τ

θ, X −
→ θ, θ(X)

(Tuple)

θ, ei →
− θ0 , e0i
`

θ, {v1,i−1 , ei , ei+1,n } →
− θ0 , {v1,i−1 , e0i , ei+1,n }
`

`

(List1 )

θ, e1 →
− θ0 , e01

(List2 )

`

θ, [e1 |e2 ] →
− θ0 , [e01 |e2 ]

θ, e2 →
− θ0 , e02
`

θ, [v1 |e2 ] →
− θ0 , [v1 |e02 ]

`

(Let1 )

θ, e1 →
− θ0 , e01

(Let2 )

`

θ, let X = e1 in e2 →
− θ0 , let X = e01 in e2

τ

θ, let X = v in e −
→ θ[X 7→ v], e

`

(Case1 )

θ, e →
− θ0 , e0
`

θ, case e of cl1 ; . . . ; cln end →
− θ0 , case e0 of cl1 ; . . . ; cln end
(Case2 )

match(θ, v, cl1 , . . . , cln ) = hθi , ei i
τ

θ, case v of cl1 ; . . . ; cln end −
→ θθi , ei
`

(Call1 )

θ, ei →
− θ0 , e0i

i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
`

θ, call op (v1,i−1 , ei , ei+1,n ) →
− θ0 , call op (v1,i−1 , e0i , ei+1,n )
(Call2 )

eval(op, v1 , . . . , vn ) = v
τ

θ, call op (v1 , . . . , vn ) −
→ θ, v
`

(Apply1 )

θ, ei →
− θ0 , e0i

i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
`

θ, apply a/n (v1,i−1 , ei , ei+1,n ) →
− θ0 , apply a/n (v1,i−1 , e0i , ei+1,n )

(Apply2 )

µ(a/n) = fun (X1 , . . . , Xn ) → e
τ

θ, apply a/n (v1 , . . . , vn ) −
→ θ ∪ {X1 7→ v1 , . . . , Xn 7→ vn }, e

Figure 4: Standard semantics: evaluation of sequential expressions

concurrent ones are in Figure 5.3 Note, however, that concurrent expressions
can occur inside sequential expressions.
Most of the rules are self-explanatory. In the following, we only discuss
some subtle or complex issues. In principle, the transitions are labelled either
with τ (a sequential reduction without side effects) or with a label that
identifies the reduction of a (possibly concurrent) action with some sideeffects. Labels are used in the system rules (Figure 6) to determine the
associated side effects and/or the information to be retrieved.
As in Erlang, we consider that the order of evaluation of the arguments
in a tuple, list, etc., is fixed from left to right.
3

By abuse, we include the rule for self() together with the concurrent actions.
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`

(Send1 )

`

θ, e1 →
− θ0 , e01
`

θ, e1 ! e2 →
− θ0 , e01 ! e2

(Send3 )

(Send2 )

θ, e2 →
− θ0 , e02
`

θ, v1 ! e2 →
− θ0 , v1 ! e02

send(v1 ,v2 )

θ, v1 ! v2 −−−−−−−→ θ, v2
(Receive)

rec(κ,cln )

θ, receive cl1 ; . . . ; cln end −−−−−−→ θ, κ
`

(Spawn1 )

θ, ei →
− θ0 , e0i

i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
`

θ, spawn(a/n, [v1,i−1 , ei , ei+1,n ]) →
− θ0 , spawn(a/n, [v1,i−1 , e0i , ei+1,n ])

(Spawn2 )

spawn(κ,a/n,[vn ])

θ, spawn(a/n, [vn ]) −−−−−−−−−−−→ θ, κ
(Self )

self(κ)

θ, self() −−−−→ θ, κ
Figure 5: Standard semantics: evaluation of concurrent expressions

For case evaluation, we assume an auxiliary function match which selects
the first clause, cli = (pati when e0i → ei ), such that v matches pati , i.e.,
v = θi (pati ), and the guard holds, i.e., θθi , e0i −→∗ θ0 , true. As in Core
Erlang, we assume that the patterns can only contain fresh variables (but
guards might have bound variables, thus we pass the current environment
θ to function match). Note that, for simplicity, we assume here that if the
argument v matches no clause then the evaluation is blocked.4
Functions can either be defined in the program (in this case they are
invoked by apply) or be a built-in (invoked by call). In the latter case, they
are evaluated using the auxiliary function eval. In rule Apply2 , we consider
that the mapping µ stores all function definitions in the program, i.e., it maps
every function name a/n to a copy of its definition fun (X1 , . . . , Xn ) → e,
where X1 , . . . , Xn are (distinct) fresh variables and are the only variables
that may occur free in e. As for the applications, note that we only consider
first-order functions. In order to extend our semantics to also consider higherorder functions, one should reduce the function name to a closure of the form
(θ0 , fun (X1 , . . . , Xn ) → e). We skip this extension since it is orthogonal to
our contribution.
Let us now consider the evaluation of concurrent expressions that produce
some side effect (Figure 5). Here, we can distinguish two kinds of rules. On
4

This is not an issue in practice since, when an Erlang program is translated to the intermediate representation Core Erlang, a catch-all clause is added to every case expression
in order to deal with pattern matching errors.
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τ

(Seq)

θ, e −
→ θ0 , e0
Γ; hp, (θ, e), qi | Π ,→ Γ; hp, (θ0 , e0 ), qi | Π
send(p00 ,v)

(Send )

θ, e −−−−−−→ θ0 , e0
Γ; hp, (θ, e), qi | Π ,→ Γ ∪ (p00 , v); hp, (θ0 , e0 ), qi | Π
rec(κ,cln )

(Receive)

θ, e −−−−−−→ θ0 , e0 matchrec(θ, cln , q) = (θi , ei , v)
Γ; hp, (θ, e), qi | Π ,→ Γ; hp, (θ0 θi , e0 {κ 7→ ei }), q\\vi | Π

(Spawn)

θ, e −−−−−−−−−−−→ θ0 , e0 p0 is a fresh pid
Γ; hp, (θ, e), qi | Π ,→ Γ; hp, (θ0 , e0 {κ 7→ p0 }), qi | hp0 , (id, apply a/n (vn )), [ ]i | Π

spawn(κ,a/n,[vn ])

self(κ)

(Self )
(Sched )

θ, e −−−−→ θ0 , e0
Γ; hp, (θ, e), qi | Π ,→ Γ; hp, (θ0 , e0 {κ 7→ p}), qi | Π
Γ ∪ {(p, v)}; hp, (θ, e), qi | Π ,→ Γ; hp, (θ, e), v : qi | Π
Figure 6: Standard semantics: system rules

the one hand, we have rules Send1 , Send2 and Send3 for “!”. In this case, we
know locally what the expression should be reduced to (i.e., v2 in rule Send3 ).
For the remaining rules, this is not known locally and, thus, we return a fresh
distinguished symbol, κ—by abuse, κ is dealt with as a variable—so that the
system rules of Figure 6 will eventually bind κ to its correct value:5 the
selected expression in rule Receive and a pid in rules Spawn and Self . In
these cases, the label of the transition contains all the information needed
by system rules to perform the evaluation at the system level, including the
symbol κ. This trick allows us to keep the rules for expressions and systems
separated (i.e., the semantics shown in Figures 4 and 5 is mostly independent
from the rules in Figure 6), in contrast to other Erlang semantics, e.g., [5],
where they are combined into a single transition relation.
Finally, we consider the system rules, which are depicted in Figure 6. In
most of the transition rules, we consider an arbitrary system of the form
Γ; hp, (θ, e), qi | Π, where Γ is the global mailbox and hp, (θ, e), qi | Π is a pool
of processes that contains at least one process hp, (θ, e), qi. Let us briefly
describe the system rules.
Rule Seq just updates the control (θ, e) of the considered process when a
5
Note that κ takes values on the domain expr ∪ P id, in contrast to ordinary variables
that can only be bound to values.
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sequential expression is reduced using the expression rules.
Rule Send adds the pair (p00 , v) to the global mailbox Γ instead of adding
it to the queue of process p00 . This is necessary to ensure that all possible
message interleavings are correctly modelled (as discussed in Example 1).
Observe that e0 is usually different from v since e may have different nested
operators. E.g., if e has the form “case p ! v of {. . .},” then e0 will be
“case v of {. . .}” with label send(p, v).
In rule Receive, we use the auxiliary function matchrec to evaluate a
receive expression. The main difference w.r.t. match is that matchrec also
takes a queue q and returns the selected message v. More precisely, function
matchrec scans the queue q looking for the first message v matching a pattern
of the receive statement. Then, κ is bound to the expression in the selected
clause, ei , and the environment is extended with the matching substitution. If
no message in the queue q matches any clause, then the rule is not applicable
and the selected process cannot be reduced (i.e., it suspends). As in case
expressions, we assume that the patterns can only contain fresh variables.
The rules presented so far allow one to store messages in the global mailbox, but not to remove messages from it. This is precisely the task of the
scheduler, which is modelled by rule Sched . This rule nondeterministically
chooses a pair (p, v) in the global mailbox Γ and delivers the message v to
the target process p. Here, we deliberately ignore the restriction mentioned
in Example 1: “the messages sent—directly—between two given processes
arrive in the same order they were sent”, since current implementations only
guarantee it within the same node. In practice, ignoring this restriction
amounts to consider that each process is potentially run in a different node.
An alternative definition ensuring this restriction can be found in [27].
Example 4. Consider again the program shown in Example 1. Figures 7
and 8 show a derivation from “apply main/0 ()” where the call to function
target reduces to {world, hello}, as discussed in Example 1 (i.e., the interleaving shown in Figure 2 (b)). Processes’ pids are denoted with p1, p2 and p3.
For clarity, we label each transition step with the applied rule and underline
the reduced expression.
3.1. Erlang Concurrency
In order to define a causal-consistent reversible semantics for Erlang we
need not only an interleaving semantics such as the one we just presented, but
also a notion of concurrency (or, equivalently, the opposite notion of conflict).
While concurrency is a main feature of Erlang, as far as we know no formal
definition of the concurrency model of Erlang exists in the literature. We
propose below one such definition.
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,→Seq

{ };

hp1, (id, apply main/0 ()), [ ]i

{ };

hp1, (id, let P 2 = spawn(echo/0, [ ]) in . . .), [ ]i

,→Spawn { };
,→Seq

{ };

,→Spawn { };

hp1, (id, let P 2 = p2 in . . .), [ ]i
| hp2, (id, apply echo/0 [ ]), [ ]i
hp1, ({P 2 7→ p2}, let P 3 = spawn(target/0, [ ]) in . . .), [ ]i
| hp2, (id, apply echo/0 [ ]), [ ]i
hp1, ({P 2 7→ p2}, let P 3 = p3 in . . ., [ ])i
| hp2, (id, apply echo/0 [ ]), [ ]i
| hp3, (id, apply target/0 [ ]), [ ]i

,→Seq

{ };

hp1, ({P 2 7→ p2, P 3 7→ p3}, let = P 3 ! hello in . . . , [ ])i
| hp2, (id, apply echo/0 [ ]), [ ]i
| hp3, (id, apply target/0 [ ]), [ ]i

,→Seq

{ };

hp1, ({P 2 7→ p2, P 3 7→ p3}, let = p3 ! hello in . . . , [ ])i
| hp2, (id, apply echo/0 [ ]), [ ]i
| hp3, (id, apply target/0 [ ]), [ ]i

,→Send

{m1 };

hp1, ({P 2 7→ p2, P 3 7→ p3}, let = hello in . . ., [ ])i
| hp2, (id, apply echo/0 [ ]), [ ]i
| hp3, (id, apply target/0 [ ]), [ ]i

,→Seq

{m1 };

hp1, ({P 2 7→ p2, P 3 7→ p3}, P 2 ! {P 3, world}, [ ])i
| hp2, (id, apply echo/0 [ ]), [ ]i
| hp3, (id, apply target/0 [ ]), [ ]i

,→Seq

{m1 };

hp1, ({P 2 7→ p2, P 3 7→ p3}, p2 ! {P 3, world}, [ ])i
| hp2, (id, apply echo/0 [ ]), [ ]i
| hp3, (id, apply target/0 [ ]), [ ]i

,→Seq

{m1 };

hp1, ({P 2 7→ p2, P 3 7→ p3}, p2 ! {p3, world}, [ ])i
| hp2, (id, apply echo/0 [ ]), [ ]i
| hp3, (id, apply target/0 [ ]), [ ]i

,→Send

{m1 , m2 }; hp1, ({P 2 7→ p2, P 3 7→ p3}, {p3, world}, [ ])i
| hp2, (id, apply echo/0 [ ]), [ ]i
| hp3, (id, apply target/0 [ ]), [ ]i

,→Seq

{m1 , m2 }; hp1, ({P 2 7→ p2, P 3 7→ p3}, {p3, world}, [ ])i
| hp2, (id, receive {P, M } → P ! M end), [ ]i
| hp3, (id, apply target/0 [ ]), [ ]i

,→Seq

{m1 , m2 }; hp1, ({P 2 7→ p2, P 3 7→ p3}, {p3, world}, [ ])i
| hp2, (id, receive {P, M } → P ! M end), [ ]i
| hp3, (id, receive A → . . . end), [ ]i

Figure 7: A derivation from “apply main/0 ()”, where m1 = (p3, hello), m2 =
(p2, {p3, world}), and m3 = (p3, world) (part 1/2)
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,→Sched

{m1 };

hp1, ({P 2 7→ p2, P 3 7→ p3}, {p3, world}, [ ])i
| hp2, (id, receive {P, M } → P ! M end), [{p3, world}]i
| hp3, (id, receive A → . . . end), [ ]i

,→Receive {m1 };

hp1, ({P 2 7→ p2, P 3 7→ p3}, {p3, world}, [ ])i
| hp2, ({P 7→ p3, M 7→ world}, P ! M ), [ ]i
| hp3, (id, receive A → . . . end), [ ]i

,→Seq

{m1 };

hp1, ({P 2 7→ p2, P 3 7→ p3}, {p3, world}, [ ])i
| hp2, ({P 7→ p3, M 7→ world}, p3 ! M ), [ ]i
| hp3, (id, receive A → . . . end), [ ]i

,→Seq

{m1 };

hp1, ({P 2 7→ p2, P 3 7→ p3}, {p3, world}, [ ])i
| hp2, ({P 7→ p3, M 7→ world}, p3 ! world), [ ]i
| hp3, (id, receive A → . . . end), [ ]i

,→Send

{m1 , m3 }; hp1, ({P 2 7→ p2, P 3 7→ p3}, {p3, world}, [ ])i
| hp2, ({P 7→ p3, M 7→ world}, world), [ ]i
| hp3, (id, receive A → . . . end), [ ]i

,→Sched

{m1 };

,→Receive {m1 };

,→Sched

{ };

,→Receive { };

hp1, ({P 2 7→ p2, P 3 7→ p3}, {p3, world}, [ ])i
| hp2, ({P 7→ p3, M 7→ world}, world), [ ]i
| hp3, (id, receive A → . . . end), [world]i
hp1, ({P 2 7→ p2, P 3 7→ p3}, {p3, world}, [ ])), [ ]i
| hp2, ({P 7→ p3, M 7→ world}, world), [ ]i
| hp3, ({A 7→ world}, receive B → {A, B} end), [ ]i
hp1, ({P 2 7→ p2, P 3 7→ p3}, {p3, world}, [ ])), [ ]i
| hp2, ({P 7→ p3, M 7→ world}, world), [ ]i
| hp3, ({A 7→ world}, receive B → {A, B} end), [hello]i
hp1, ({P 2 7→ p2, P 3 7→ p3}, {p3, world}, [ ])), [ ]i
| hp2, ({P 7→ p3, M 7→ world}, world), [ ]i
| hp3, ({A 7→ world, B 7→ hello}, {A, B}), [ ]i

,→Seq

{ };

hp1, ({P 2 7→ p2, P 3 7→ p3}, {p3, world}, [ ])), [ ]i
| hp2, ({P 7→ p3, M 7→ world}, world), [ ]i
| hp3, ({A 7→ world, B 7→ hello}, {world, B}), [ ]i

,→Seq

{ };

hp1, ({P 2 7→ p2, P 3 7→ p3}, {p3, world}, [ ])), [ ]i
| hp2, ({P 7→ p3, M 7→ world}, world), [ ]i
| hp3, ({A 7→ world, B 7→ hello}, {world, hello}), [ ]i

Figure 8: A derivation from “apply main/0 ()”, where m1 = (p3, hello), m2 =
(p2, {p3, world}), and m3 = (p3, world) (part 2/2)
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Given systems s1 , s2 , we call s1 ,→∗ s2 a derivation. One-step derivations
are simply called transitions. We use d, d0 , d1 , . . . to denote derivations and
t, t0 , t1 , . . . for transitions. We label transitions as follows: s1 ,→p,r s2 where6
• p is the pid of the selected process in the transition or of the process
to which a message is delivered (if the applied rule is Sched );
• r is the label of the applied transition rule.
We ignore some labels when they are clear from the context.
Given a derivation d = (s1 ,→∗ s2 ), we define init(d) = s1 and final(d) =
s2 . Two derivations, d1 and d2 , are composable if final(d1 ) = init(d2 ). In
this case, we let d1 ; d2 denote their composition with d1 ; d2 = (s1 ,→ s2 ,→
· · · ,→ sn ,→ sn+1 ,→ · · · ,→ sm ) if d1 = (s1 ,→ s2 ,→ · · · ,→ sn ) and
d2 = (sn ,→ sn+1 ,→ · · · ,→ sm ). Two derivations, d1 and d2 , are said
coinitial if init(d1 ) = init(d2 ), and cofinal if final(d1 ) = final(d2 ).
We let s denote the zero-step derivation s ,→∗ s.
Definition 5 (Concurrent transitions). Given two coinitial transitions,
t1 = (s ,→p1 ,r1 s1 ) and t2 = (s ,→p2 ,r2 s2 ), we say that they are in conflict
if they consider the same process, i.e., p1 = p2 , and either r1 = r2 = Sched
or one transition applies rule Sched and the other transition applies rule
Receive. Two coinitial transitions are concurrent if they are not in conflict.
We show below that our definition of concurrent transitions makes sense.
Lemma 6 (Square lemma). Given two coinitial concurrent transitions t1 =
(s ,→p1 ,r1 s1 ) and t2 = (s ,→p2 ,r2 s2 ), there exist two cofinal transitions
t2 /t1 = (s1 ,→p2 ,r2 s0 ) and t1 /t2 = (s2 ,→p1 ,r1 s0 ). Graphically,


s  _
p2 ,r2



p1 ,r1

s  _

/ s1

=⇒

p2 ,r2

 

s2

s2



p1 ,r1

/ s1
_


p1 ,r1

p2 ,r2

/ s0

Proof. We have the following cases:
• Two transitions t1 and t2 where r1 6= Sched and r2 6= Sched . Trivially,
they apply to different processes, i.e., p1 6= p2 . Then, we can easily
prove that by applying rule r2 to p1 in s1 and rule r1 to p2 in s2 we
have two transitions t1 /t2 and t2 /t1 which are cofinal.
6

Note that p, r in ,→p,r are not parameters of the transition relation ,→ but just labels
with some information on the reduction step. This information becomes useful to formally
define the notion of concurrent transitions.
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• One transition t1 which applies rule r1 = Sched to deliver message v1 to
process p1 = p, and another transition which applies a rule r2 different
from Sched . All cases but r2 = Receive with p2 = p are straightforward.
This last case, though, cannot happen since transitions using rules
Sched and Receive are not concurrent.
• Two transitions t1 and t2 with rules r1 = r2 = Sched delivering messages v1 and v2 , respectively. Since the transitions are concurrent, they
should deliver the messages to different processes, i.e., p1 6= p2 . Therefore, we can see that delivering v2 from s1 and v1 from s2 we get two
cofinal transitions.
2
We remark here that other definitions of concurrent transitions are possible.
Changing the concurrency model would require to change the stored information in the reversible semantics in order to preserve causal consistency. We
have chosen the notion above since it is reasonably simple to define and to
work with, and captures most of the pairs of coinitial transitions that satisfy
the Square lemma.
4. A Reversible Semantics for Erlang
In this section, we introduce a reversible—uncontrolled—semantics for
the considered language. Thanks to the modular design of the concrete semantics, the transition rules for the language expressions need not be changed
in order to define the reversible semantics.
To be precise, in this section we introduce two transition relations: *
and ). The first relation, *, is a conservative extension of the standard
semantics ,→ (Figure 6) to also include some additional information in the
states, following a typical Landauer embedding. We refer to * as the forward reversible semantics (or simply the forward semantics). In contrast, the
second relation, ), proceeds in the backward direction, “undoing” actions
step by step. We refer to ) as the backward (reversible) semantics. We
denote the union * ∪ ) by .
In the next section, we will introduce a rollback operator that starts a
reversible computation for a process. In order to avoid undoing all actions
until the beginning of the process, we will also let the programmer introduce
checkpoints. Syntactically, they are denoted with the built-in function check,
which takes an identifier t as an argument. Such identifiers are supposed to
be unique in the program. Given an expression, expr, we can introduce a
checkpoint by replacing expr with “let X = check(t) in expr”. A call of the
form check(t) just returns t (see below). In the following, we consider that
16

p1

p2

p3

p1

p2

p3

p2 ! v
p2 ! v

t1

p2 ! v

{

p2 ! v

/ t1


"
t2

t2

(a)

(b)
p2

p1

p1

p2 ! v

p2

p2 ! v
(

p2 ! v

t1
'

/ t1

p2 ! v


t2

t2

(c)

(d)

Figure 9: Interleavings and the need for unique identifiers for messages

the rules to evaluate the language expressions (Figures 4 and 5) are extended
with the following rule:
(Check )

check(t)

θ, check(t) −−−−→ θ, t
In this section, we will mostly ignore checkpoints, but they will become
relevant in the next section.
The most significant novelty in the forward semantics is that messages
now include a unique identifier (e.g., a timestamp λ). Let us illustrate with
some examples why we introduce these identifiers. Consider first diagram
(a) in Figure 9, where two different processes, p1 and p3, send the same
message v to process p2. In order to undo the action p2 ! v in process
p3, one needs to first undo all actions of p2 up to t1 (to ensure causal
consistency). However, currently, messages only store information about the
target process and the value sent, therefore it is not possible to know whether
it is safe to stop undoing actions at t1 or at t2 . Actually, the situations in
diagrams (a) and (b) are not distinguishable. In this case, it would suffice to
add the pid of the sender to every message in order to avoid the confusion.
However, this is not always sufficient. Consider now diagram (c). Here, a
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process p1 sends two identical messages to another process p2 (which is not
unusual, say an “ack” after receiving a request). In this case, in order to
undo the first action p2 ! v of process p1 one needs to undo all actions of
process p2 up to t1 . However, we cannot distinguish t1 from t2 unless
some additional information is taken into account (and considering triples of
the form (source process pid, target process pid, message) would not help).
Therefore, one needs to introduce some unique identifier in order to precisely
distinguish case (c) from case (d).
Of course, we could have a less precise semantics where just the message,
v, is observable. However, that would make the backward semantics unpredictable (e.g., we could often undo the “wrong” message delivery). Also,
defining the corresponding notion of conflicting transitions (see Definition 12
below) would be challenging, since one would like to have only a conflict between the sending of a message v and the “last” delivery of the same message
v, which would be very tricky. Therefore, in this paper, we prefer to assume
that messages can be uniquely distinguished.
The transition rules of the forward reversible semantics can be found in
Figure 10. Processes now include a memory (or history) h that records the
intermediate states of a process, and messages have an associated unique
identifier. In the memory, we use terms headed by constructors τ , check,
send, rec, spawn, and self to record the steps performed by the forward semantics. Note that we could optimise the information stored in these terms
by following a strategy similar to that in [24, 26, 31] for the reversibility of
functional expressions, but this is orthogonal to our purpose in this paper,
so we focus mainly on the concurrent actions. Note also that the auxiliary
function matchrec now deals with messages of the form {v, λ}, which is a
trivial extension of the original function in the standard semantics by just
ignoring λ when computing the first matching message.
Example 7. Let us consider the program shown in Figure 12 (a), together
with the execution trace sketched in Figure 12 (b). Figure 13 shows a high
level account of the corresponding derivation under the forward semantics.
For clarity, we consider the following conventions:
• Processes client1, client2 and server are denoted with c1, c2 and s,
respectively.
• In the processes, we do not show the current environment. Moreover,
we use the notation C[e] to denote that e is the redex to be reduced next
and C[ ] is an arbitrary (possibly empty) context. We also underline
the selected redex when there are more than one (e.g., a redex in each
process).
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τ

(Seq)

θ, e −
→ θ0 , e0
Γ; hp, h, (θ, e), qi | Π * Γ; hp, τ (θ, e) : h, (θ0 , e0 ), qi | Π
check(t)

(Check )

θ, e −−−−−→ θ0 , e0
Γ; hp, h, (θ, e), qi | Π * Γ; hp, check(θ, e, t) : h, (θ0 , e0 ), qi | Π

(Send )

θ, e −−−−−−→ θ0 , e0 λ is a fresh identifier
Γ; hp, h, (θ, e), qi | Π * Γ ∪ (p00 , {v, λ}); hp, send(θ, e, p00 , {v, λ}) : h, (θ0 , e0 ), qi | Π

send(p00 ,v)

rec(κ,cln )

θ, e −−−−−−→ θ0 , e0 matchrec(θ, cln , q) = (θi , ei , {v, λ})
(Receive)
Γ; hp, h, (θ, e), qi | Π * Γ; hp, rec(θ, e, {v, λ}, q) : h, (θ0 θi , e0 {κ 7→ ei }), q\\{v, λ}i | Π
spawn(κ,a/n,[vn ])

(Spawn)

θ, e −−−−−−−−−−−→ θ0 , e0 p0 is a fresh pid
Γ; hp, h, (θ, e), qi | Π * Γ; hp, spawn(θ, e, p0 ) : h, (θ0 , e0 {κ 7→ p0 }), qi
| hp0 , [ ], (id, apply a/n (vn )), [ ]i | Π
self(κ)

(Self )
(Sched )

θ, e −−−−→ θ0 , e0
Γ; hp, h, (θ, e), qi | Π * Γ; hp, self(θ, e) : h, (θ0 , e0 {κ 7→ p}), qi | Π
Γ ∪ {(p, {v, λ})}; hp, h, (θ, e), qi | Π * Γ; hp, h, (θ, e), {v, λ} : qi | Π
Figure 10: Forward reversible semantics

(Seq)

Γ; hp, τ (θ, e) : h, (θ0 , e0 ), qi | Π ) Γ; hp, h, (θ, e), qi | Π

(Check )

Γ; hp, check(θ, e, t) : h, (θ0 , e0 ), qi | Π ) Γ; hp, h, (θ, e), qi | Π

(Send )

Γ ∪ {(p00 , {v, λ})}; hp, send(θ, e, p00 , {v, λ}) : h, (θ0 , e0 ), qi | Π ) Γ; hp, h, (θ, e), qi | Π

(Receive)

Γ; hp, rec(θ, e, {v, λ}, q) : h, (θ0 , e0 ), q\\{v, λ}i | Π ) Γ; hp, h, (θ, e), qi | Π

(Spawn)

Γ; hp, spawn(θ, e, p0 ) : h, (θ0 , e0 ), qi | hp0 , [ ], (id, e00 ), [ ]i | Π
) Γ; hp, h, (θ, e), qi | Π

(Self )
(Sched )

Γ; hp, self(θ, e) : h, (θ0 , e0 ), qi | Π ) Γ; hp, h, (θ, e), qi | Π
Γ; hp, h, (θ, e), {v, λ} : qi | Π ) Γ ∪ (p, {v, λ}); hp, h, (θ, e), qi | Π
if the topmost rec(. . .) item in h (if any) has the
form rec(θ0 , e0 , {v 0 , λ0 }, q 0 ) with q 0 \\{v 0 , λ0 } =
6 {v, λ} : q
Figure 11: Backward reversible semantics
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main/0 = fun () → let S = spawn(server/0, [ ])
in let = spawn(client/1, [S])
in apply client/1 (S)

main/0
c1

spawn

%

c2

receive o

s ! {c2, req}

c2 ! ack

/ receive

s ! {c1, req}

/ receive

ok

receive o

c1 ! ack

ok

...

server/0 = fun () → receive
{P, M } → let = P ! ack
in apply server/0 ()
end
client/1 = fun (S) → let = S ! {self(), req}
in receive
ack → ok
end

*s

spawn

(a)

(b)
Figure 12: A simple client-server

• In the histories, some arguments are denoted by “ ” since they are not
relevant in the current derivation.
• Finally, we only show the steps performed with rules Spawn, Send ,
Receive and Sched ; the transition relation is labelled with the applied
rule.
We now prove that the forward semantics * is a conservative extension of
the standard semantics ,→.
In order to state the result, we let del(s) denote the system that results from s by removing the histories of the processes; formally, del(Γ; Π) =
Γ; del0 (Π), where
del0 (hp, h, (θ, e), qi)
= hp, (θ, e), qi
0
del (hp, h, (θ, e), qi | Π) = hp, (θ, e), qi | del0 (Π)
where we assume that Π is not empty.
We can now state the conservative extension result.
Theorem 8. Let s1 be a system of the reversible semantics without occurrences of “check” and s01 = del(s1 ) a system of the standard semantics. Then,
s01 ,→∗ s02 iff s1 *∗ s2 and del(s2 ) = s02 .
Proof. The proof is straightforward since the transition rules of the forward
semantics in Figure 10 are just annotated versions of the corresponding rules
in Figure 6. The only tricky point is noticing that the introduction of unique
identifiers for messages does not change the behaviour of rule Receive since
function matchrec always returns the oldest occurrence (in terms of position
in the queue) of the selected message.
2
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{ };
*∗

{ };

hc1, [ ], (id, C[apply main/0 ()]), [ ]i
hc1, [ ], ( , C[spawn(server/0, [ ])]), [ ]i

*Spawn { };

hc1, [spawn( , , s)], ( , C[spawn(client/1, [s])]), [ ]i
| hs, [ ], ( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i

*Spawn { };

hc1, [spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[s ! {c1, req}]), [ ]i
| hs, [ ], ( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [ ], ( , C[s ! {c2, req}]), [ ]i

*Send

{(s, m1 )}; hc1, [spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[s ! {c1, req}]), [ ]i
| hs, [ ], ( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [send( , , s, m1 )], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i

*Sched

{ };

hc1, [spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[s ! {c1, req}]), [ ]i
| hs, [ ], ( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [m1 ]i
| hc2, [send( , , s, m1 )], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i

*Receive { };

hc1, [spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[s ! {c1, req}]), [ ]i
| hs, [rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])], ( , C[c2 ! ack]), [ ]i
| hc2, [send( , , s, m1 )], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i

*Send

{(c2, m2 )}; hc1, [spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[s ! {c1, req}]), [ ]i
| hs, [send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])], ( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [send( , , s, m1 )], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i

*Sched

{ };

hc1, [spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[s ! {c1, req}]), [ ]i
| hs, [send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])], ( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [send( , , s, m1 )], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [m2 ]i

*Receive { };

hc1, [spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[s ! {c1, req}]), [ ]i
| hs, [send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])], ( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [rec( , , m2 , [m2 ]), send( , , s, m1 )], ( , ok), [ ]i

*Send

{(s, m3 )}; hc1, [send( , , s, m3 ), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i
| hs, [send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])], ( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [rec( , , m2 , [m2 ]), send( , , s, m1 )], ( , ok), [ ]i

*Sched

{ };

hc1, [send( , , s, m3 ), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i
| hs, [send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])], ( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [m3 ]i
| hc2, [rec( , , m2 , [m2 ]), send( , , s, m1 )], ( , ok), [ ]i

*Receive { };

hc1, [send( , , s, m3 ), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i
| hs, [rec( , , m3 , [m3 ]), send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])], ( , C[c1 ! ack]), [ ]i
| hc2, [rec( , , m2 , [m2 ]), send( , , s, m1 )], ( , ok), [ ]i

*Send

{(c1, m4 )}; hc1, [send( , , s, m3 ), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i
| hs, [send( , , c1, m4 ), rec( , , m3 , [m3 ]), send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])],
( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [rec( , , m2 , [m2 ]), send( , , s, m1 )], ( , ok), [ ]i

*Sched

{ };

*Receive { };

hc1, [send( , , s, m3 ), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [m4 ]i
| hs, [send( , , c1, m4 ), rec( , , m3 , [m3 ]), send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])],
( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [rec( , , m2 , [m2 ]), send( , , s, m1 )], ( , ok), [ ]i
hc1, [rec( , , m4 , [m4 ]), send( , , s, m3 ), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , ok), [ ]i
| hs, [send( , , c1, m4 ), rec( , , m3 , [m3 ]), send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])],
( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [rec( , , m2 , [m2 ]), send( , , s, m1 )], ( , ok), [ ]i

Figure 13: A derivation under the forward semantics, with m1 = {{c2, req}, 1}, m2 =
{ack, 2}, m3 = {{c1, req}, 3}, and m4 = {ack, 4}.
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The transition rules of the backward semantics are shown in Figure 11. In
general, all rules restore the control (and, if it applies, also the queue) of the
process. Nevertheless, let us briefly discuss a few particular situations:
• First, observe that rule Send can only be applied when the message sent
is in the global mailbox. If this is not the case (i.e., the message has
been delivered using rule Sched ), then we should first apply backward
steps to the receiver process until, eventually, the application of rule
Sched puts the message back into the global mailbox and rule Send
becomes applicable. This is required to ensure causal consistency. In
the next section, we will introduce a particular strategy that achieves
this effect in a controlled manner.
• A similar situation occurs with rule Spawn. Given a process p with
a history item spawn(θ, e, p0 ), rule Spawn cannot be applied until the
history and the queue of process p0 are both empty. Therefore, one
should first apply a number of backward steps to process p0 in order
to be able to undo the spawn item. We note that there is no need to
require that no message targeting the process p0 (which would become
an orphan message) is in the global mailbox: in order to send such a
message the pid p0 is needed, hence the sending of the message depends
on the spawn and, thus, it must be undone beforehand.
• Observe too that rule Receive can only be applied when the queue of
the process is exactly the same queue that was obtained after applying
the corresponding (forward) Receive step. This is necessary in order
to ensure that the restored queue is indeed the right one (note that
adding the message to an arbitrary queue would not work since we do
not know the “right” position for the message).
• In principle, there is some degree of freedom in the application of rule
Sched since it does not interfere with the remaining rules, except for
Receive and other applications of Sched . Therefore, the application of
rule Sched can be switched with the application of any other backward
rule except for Receive or another Sched . The fact that two Sched
(involving the same process) do not commute is ensured since Sched
always applies to the most recent message of a queue. The fact that a
Sched and a Receive do not commute is ensured since the side condition
of Sched checks that there is no rec(. . .) item in the history of the
process that can be used to apply rule Receive with the current queue.
Hence, their applicability conditions do not overlap.
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{ };

hc1, [rec( , , m4 , [m4 ]), send( , , s, m3 ), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , ok), [ ]i
| hs, [send( , , c1, m4 ), rec( , , m3 , [m3 ]), send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])],
( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [rec( , , m2 , [m2 ]), send( , , s, m1 )], ( , ok), [ ]i

)Receive { };

hc1, [rec( , , m4 , [m4 ]), send( , , s, m3 ), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , ok), [ ]i
| hs, [send( , , c1, m4 ), rec( , , m3 , [m3 ]), send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])],
( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [send( , , s, m1 )], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [m2 ]i

)Receive { };

hc1, [send( , , s, m3 ), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [m4 ]i
| hs, [send( , , c1, m4 ), rec( , , m3 , [m3 ]), send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])],
( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [send( , , s, m1 )], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [m2 ]i

)Sched

{(c1, m4 )};

hc1, [send( , , s, m3 ), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i
| hs, [send( , , c1, m4 ), rec( , , m3 , [m3 ]), send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])],
( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [send( , , s, m1 )], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [m2 ]i

)Sched

{(c2, m2 ), (c1, m4 )}; hc1, [send( , , s, m3 ), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i
| hs, [send( , , c1, m4 ), rec( , , m3 , [m3 ]), send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])],
( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [send( , , s, m1 )], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i

)Send

{(c2, m2 )};

hc1, [send( , , s, m3 ), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i
| hs, [rec( , , m3 , [m3 ]), send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])], ( , C[c1 ! ack]), [ ]i
| hc2, [send( , , s, m1 )], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i

)Receive {(c2, m2 )};

hc1, [send( , , s, m3 ), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i
| hs, [send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])], ( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [m3 ]i
| hc2, [send( , , s, m1 )], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i

)Sched

{(s, m3 ), (c2, m2 )}; hc1, [send( , , s, m3 ), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i
| hs, [send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])], ( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [send( , , s, m1 )], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i

)Send

{(s, m3 )};

hc1, [send( , , s, m3 ), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i
| hs, [rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])], ( , C[c2 ! ack]), [ ]i
| hc2, [send( , , s, m1 )], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i

)Receive {(s, m3 )};

hc1, [send( , , s, m3 ), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i
| hs, [ ], ( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [m1 ]i
| hc2, [send( , , s, m1 )], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i

)Sched

{(s, m1 ), (s, m3 )};

hc1, [send( , , s, m3 ), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i
| hs, [ ], ( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [send( , , s, m1 )], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i

)Send

{(s, m3 )};

hc1, [send( , , s, m3 ), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]i
| hs, [ ], ( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [ ], ( , C[s ! {c2, req}]), [ ]i

)Send

{ };

hc1, [spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[s ! {c1, req}]), [ ]i
| hs, [ ], ( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [ ], ( , C[s ! {c2, req}]), [ ]i

)Spawn { };

hc1, [spawn( , , s)], ( , C[spawn(client/1, [s])]), [ ]i
| hs, [ ], ( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i

)Spawn { };

hc1, [ ], ( , C[spawn(server/0, [ ])]), [ ]i

)∗

hc1, [ ], ( , C[apply main/0 ()]), [ ]i

{ };

Figure 14: A derivation under the backward semantics, with m1 = {{c2, req}, 1}, m2 =
{ack, 2}, m3 = {{c1, req}, 3}, and m4 = {ack, 4}.
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Example 9. Consider again the program shown in Figure 12. By starting
from the last system in the forward derivation shown in Figure 13, we may
construct the backward derivation shown in Figure 14. Observe that it does
not strictly follow the inverse order of the derivation shown in Figure 13. Actually, a derivation that undoes the steps in the precise inverse order exists,
but it is not the only possibility. We will characterise later on (see Corollary 22) which orders are allowed and which are not. In Figure 14, besides
following the same conventions of Example 7, for clarity, we underline the
selected history item to be undone or the element in the queue to be removed
(when the applied rule is Sched ).
4.1. Properties of the Uncontrolled Reversible Semantics
In the following, we prove several properties of our reversible semantics,
including its causal consistency, an essential property for reversible concurrent calculi [9].
Given systems s1 , s2 , we call s1 *∗ s2 a forward derivation and s2 )∗ s1
a backward derivation. A derivation potentially including both forward and
∗
backward steps is denoted by s1
s2 . We label transitions as follows:
s1 p,r,k s2 where
• p, r are the pid of the selected process and the label of the applied rule,
respectively, as in Section 3.1,
• k is a history item if the applied rule was different from Sched and
Sched , and
• k = sched({v, λ}) when the applied rule was Sched or Sched , where
{v, λ} is the message delivered or put back into Γ. Note that this
information is available when applying the rule.
We ignore some labels when they are clear from the context.
We extend the definitions of functions init and final from Section 3.1 to
reversible derivations in the natural way. The notions of composable, coinitial
and cofinal derivations are extended also in a straightforward manner.
Given a rule label r, we let r denote its reverse version, i.e., if r = Send
then r = Send and vice versa (if r = Send then r = Send ). Also, given a
transition t, we let t = (s0 )p,r,k s) if t = (s *p,r,k s0 ) and t = (s0 *p,r,k s) if
t = (s )p,r,k s0 ). We say that t is the inverse of t. This notation is naturally
extended to derivations. We let s denote the zero-step derivation s ∗ s.
In the following we restrict the attention to systems reachable from the
execution of a program:
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Definition 10 (Reachable systems). A system is initial if it is composed
by a single process, and this process has an empty history and an empty
queue; furthermore the global mailbox is empty. A system s is reachable if
there exists an initial system s0 and a derivation s0 ∗ s using the rules
corresponding to a given program.
Moreover, for simplicity, we also consider an implicit, fixed program in the
technical results, that is we fix the function µ in the semantics of expressions.
The next lemma proves that every forward (resp. backward) transition
can be undone by a backward (resp. forward) transition.
Lemma 11 (Loop lemma). For every pair of reachable systems, s1 and
s2 , we have s1 *p,r,k s2 iff s2 )p,r,k s1 .
Proof. The proof is by case analysis on the applied rule. We discuss below
the most interesting cases.
• Rule Sched : notice that the queue of a process is changed only by rule
Receive (which removes messages) and Sched (which adds messages).
Since, after the last Receive at least one message has been added, then
the side condition of rule Sched is always verified.
• Rule Seq: one has to check that the restored control (θ, e) can indeed
perform a sequential step to (θ0 , e0 ). This always holds for reachable
systems. An analogous check needs to be done for all backward rules.
2
The following notion of concurrent transitions allows us to characterise which
actions can be switched without changing the semantics of a computation.
It extends the same notion from the standard semantics (cf. Definition 5) to
the reversible semantics.
Definition 12 (Concurrent transitions). Given two coinitial transitions,
t1 = (s p1 ,r1 ,k1 s1 ) and t2 = (s p2 ,r2 ,k2 s2 ), we say that they are in conflict
if at least one of the following conditions holds:
• both transitions are forward, they consider the same process, i.e.,
p1 = p2 , and either r1 = r2 = Sched or one transition applies rule Sched
and the other transition applies rule Receive.
• one is a forward transition that applies to a process p, say p1 = p, and
the other one is a backward transition that undoes the creation of p,
i.e., p2 = p0 6= p, r2 = Spawn and k2 = spawn(θ, e, p) for some control
(θ, e);
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• one is a forward transition that delivers a message {v, λ} to a process
p, say p1 = p, r1 = Sched and k1 = sched({v, λ}), and the other one is a
backward transition that undoes the sending {v, λ} to p, i.e., p2 = p0
(note that p = p0 if the message is sent to its own sender), r2 = Send
and k2 = send(θ, e, p, {v, λ}) for some control (θ, e);
• one is a forward transition and the other one is a backward transition
such that p1 = p2 and either i) both applied rules are different from
both Sched and Sched , i.e., {r1 , r2 } ∩ {Sched , Sched } = ∅; ii) one rule
is Sched and the other one is Sched ; iii) one rule is Sched and the other
one is Receive; or iv) one rule is Sched and the other one is Receive.
Two coinitial transitions are concurrent if they are not in conflict. Note that
two coinitial backward transitions are always concurrent.
The following lemma (the counterpart of Lemma 13 for the standard semantics) is a key result to prove the causal consistency of the semantics.
Lemma 13 (Square lemma). Given two coinitial concurrent transitions
t1 = (s p1 ,r1 ,k1 s1 ) and t2 = (s p2 ,r2 ,k2 s2 ), there exist two cofinal transitions t2 /t1 = (s1 p2 ,r2 ,k2 s0 ) and t1 /t2 = (s2 p1 ,r1 ,k1 s0 ). Graphically,
sO o
p2 ,r2 ,k2



p1 ,r1 ,k1

/

sO o

s1
=⇒

p2 ,r2 ,k2

/

sO 1




s2 o

s2

p1 ,r1 ,k1

p1 ,r1 ,k1

p2 ,r2 ,k2

/ s0

Proof. We distinguish the following cases depending on the applied rules:
(1) Two forward transitions. Then, we have the following cases:
• Two transitions t1 and t2 where r1 6= Sched and r2 6= Sched . Trivially,
they apply to different processes, i.e., p1 6= p2 . Then, we can easily
prove that by applying rule r2 to p1 in s1 and rule r1 to p2 in s2 we
have two transitions t1 /t2 and t2 /t1 which produce the corresponding
history items and are cofinal.
• One transition t1 which applies rule r1 = Sched to deliver message
{v1 , λ1 } to process p1 = p, and another transition which applies a rule
r2 different from Sched . All cases but r2 = Receive with p2 = p and
k2 = rec(θ, e, {v2 , λ2 }, q) are straightforward. Note that λ1 6= λ2 since
these identifiers are unique. Here, by applying rule Receive to s1 and
rule Sched to s2 we will end up with the same mailbox in p (since it is
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a FIFO queue). However, the history item rec(θ, e, {v2 , λ2 }, q 0 ) will be
necessarily different since q 6= q 0 by the application of rule Sched . This
situation, though, cannot happen since transitions using rules Sched
and Receive are not concurrent.
• Two transitions t1 and t2 with rules r1 = r2 = Sched delivering messages {v1 , λ1 } and {v2 , λ2 }, respectively. Since the transitions are concurrent, they should deliver the messages to different processes, i.e.,
p1 6= p2 . Therefore, we can easily prove that delivering {v2 , λ2 } from
s1 and {v1 , λ1 } from s2 we get two cofinal transitions.
(2) One forward transition and one backward transition. Then, we distinguish the following cases:
• If the two transitions apply to the same process, i.e., p1 = p2 , then, since
they are concurrent, we can only have r1 = Sched and a rule different
from both Sched and Receive, or r1 = Sched and a rule different from
both Sched and Receive. In these cases, the claim follows easily by a
case distinction on the applied rules.
• Let us now consider that the transitions apply to different processes,
i.e., p1 6= p2 , and the applied rules are different from Sched , Sched . In
this case, the claim follows easily except when one transition considers a
process p and the other one undoes the spawning of the same process p.
This case, however, is not allowed since the transitions are concurrent.
• Finally, let us consider that the transitions apply to different processes,
i.e., p1 6= p2 , and that one transition applies rule Sched to deliver a
message {v, λ} from sender p to receiver p0 , i.e., p1 = p0 , r1 = Sched
and k1 = sched({v, λ}). In this case, the other transition should apply
a rule r2 different from Send with k2 = send(θ, e, p0 , {v, λ}) for some
control (θ, e) since, otherwise, the transitions would not be concurrent.
In any other case, one can easily prove that by applying r2 to s1 and
Sched to s2 we get two cofinal transitions.
(3) Two backward transitions. We distinguish the following cases:
• If the two transitions apply to different processes, the claim follows
easily.
• Let us now consider that they apply to the same process, i.e., p1 =
p2 and that the applied rules are different from Sched . This case is
not possible since, given a system, only one backward transition rule
different from Sched is applicable (i.e., the one that corresponds to the
last item in the history).
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• Let us consider that both transitions apply to the same process and
that both are applications of rule Sched . This case is not possible since
rule Sched can only take the newest message from the local queue of
the process, and thus only one rule Sched can be applied to a given
process.
• Finally, consider that both transitions apply to the same process and
only one of them applies rule Sched . In this case, the only non-trivial
case is when the other applied rule is Receive, since both change the
local queue of the process. However, this case is not allowed by the
backward semantics, since the conditions to apply rule Sched and rule
Receive are non-overlapping.
2
Corollary 14 (Backward confluence). Given two backward derivations
s )∗ s1 and s )∗ s2 there exist s3 and two backward derivations s1 )∗ s3
and s2 )∗ s3 .
Proof. By iterating the square lemma (Lemma 13), noticing that backward
transitions are always concurrent. This is a standard result for abstract
relations (see, e.g., [2] and the original work by Rosen [29]), where confluence
is implied by the diamond property (the square lemma in our work).
2
The notion of concurrent transitions for the reversible semantics is a natural
extension of the same notion for the standard semantics:
Lemma 15. Let t1 and t2 be two forward coinitial transitions using the reversible semantics, and let t01 and t02 be their counterpart in the standard
semantics obtained by removing the histories and the unique identifiers for
messages. Then, t1 and t2 are concurrent iff t01 and t02 are.
Proof. The proof is straightforward since Definition 5 and the first case of
Definition 12 are perfectly analogous.
2
The next result is used to switch the successive application of two transition
rules. Let us note that previous proof schemes of causal consistency (e.g., [9])
did not include such a result, directly applying the square lemma instead. In
our case, this would not be correct.
Lemma 16 (Switching lemma). Given two composable transitions of the
form t1 = (s1
p1 ,r1 ,k1 s2 ) and t2 = (s2
p2 ,r2 ,k2 s3 ) such that t1 and t2
are concurrent, there exist a system s4 and two composable transitions t01 =
(s1 p2 ,r2 ,k2 s4 ) and t02 = (s4 p1 ,r1 ,k1 s3 ).
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Proof. First, using the loop lemma (Lemma 11), we have t1 = (s2 p1 ,r1 ,k1
s1 ). Now, since t1 and t2 are concurrent, by applying the square lemma
(Lemma 13) to t1 = (s2 p1 ,r1 ,k1 s1 ) and t2 = (s2 p2 ,r2 ,k2 s3 ), there exists a system s4 such that t01 = t1 /t2 = (s3 p1 ,r1 ,k1 s4 ) and t02 = t2 /t1 =
(s1 p2 ,r2 ,k2 s4 ). Using the loop lemma (Lemma 11) again, we have t01 =
t1 /t2 = (s4 p1 ,r1 ,k1 s3 ), which concludes the proof.
2
Corollary 17. Given two composable transitions t1 = (s1 *p1 ,r1 ,k1 s2 ) and
t2 = (s2 )p2 ,r2 ,k2 s3 ), there exist a system s4 and two composable transitions
t01 = (s1 )p2 ,r2 ,k2 s4 ) and t02 = (s4 *p1 ,r1 ,k1 s3 ). Graphically,
s1

p1 ,r1 ,k1

/ s2
O

p2 ,r2 ,k2

=⇒

sO 1

p2 ,r2 ,k2

s4

s3

p1 ,r1 ,k1

p1 ,r1 ,k1

/ s2
O

p2 ,r2 ,k2

/ s3

Proof. The corollary follows by applying the switching lemma (Lemma 16),
noticing that two backward transitions are always concurrent.
2
We now formally define the notion of causal equivalence between derivations,
in symbols ≈, as the least equivalence relation between transitions closed
under composition that obeys the following rules:
t1 ; t2 /t1 ≈ t2 ; t1 /t2

t; t ≈ init(t)

Causal equivalence amounts to say that those derivations that only differ for
swaps of concurrent actions or the removal of successive inverse actions are
equivalent. Observe that any of the notations t1 ; t2 /t1 and t2 ; t1 /t2 requires
t1 and t2 to be concurrent.
Lemma 18 (Rearranging lemma). Given systems s, s0 , if d = (s ∗ s0 ),
then there exists a system s00 such that d0 = (s )∗ s00 *∗ s0 ) and d ≈ d0 .
Furthermore, d0 is not longer than d.
Proof. The proof is by lexicographic induction on the length of d and on
the number of steps from the earliest pair of transitions in d of the form
s1 * s2 ) s3 to s0 . If there is no such pair we are done. If s1 = s3 , then
s1 * s2 = (s2 ) s3 ). Indeed, if s1 * s2 adds an item to the history of some
process then s2 ) s3 should remove the same item. Otherwise, s1 * s2 is an
application of rule Sched and s2 ) s3 should undo the scheduling of the same
message. Then, we can remove these two transitions and the claim follows
by induction since the resulting derivation is shorter and (s1 * s2 ) s3 ) ≈
s1 . Otherwise, we apply Corollary 17 commuting s2 ) s3 with all forward
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transitions preceding it in d. If one such transition is its inverse, then we
reason as above. Otherwise, we obtain a new derivation d0 ≈ d which has
the same length of d, and where the distance between the earliest pair of
transitions in d0 of the form s01 * s02 ) s03 and s0 has decreased. The claim
follows then by the inductive hypothesis.
2
An interesting consequence of the rearranging lemma is the following result,
which states that every system obtained by both forward and backward steps
from an initial system, is also reachable by a forward-only derivation:
Corollary 19. Let s be an initial system. For each derivation s
exists a forward derivation of the form s *∗ s0 .

∗

s0 , there

The following auxiliary result is also needed for proving causal consistency.
Lemma 20 (Shortening lemma). Let d1 and d2 be coinitial and cofinal
derivations, such that d2 is a forward derivation while d1 contains at least
one backward transition. Then, there exists a forward derivation d01 of length
strictly less than that of d1 such that d01 ≈ d1 .
Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on the length of d1 . By the rearranging lemma (Lemma 18) there exist a backward derivation d and a forward
derivation d0 such that d1 ≈ d; d0 . Furthermore, d; d0 is not longer than d1 .
Let s1 )p1 ,r1 ,k1 s2 *p2 ,r2 ,k2 s3 be the only two successive transitions in d; d0
with opposite direction. We will show below that there is in d0 a transition
t which is the inverse of s1 )p1 ,r1 ,k1 s2 . Moreover, we can swap t with all
the transitions between t and s1 )p1 ,r1 ,k1 s2 , in order to obtain a derivation
in which s1 )p1 ,r1 ,k1 s2 and t are adjacent.7 To do so we use the switching
lemma (Lemma 16), since for all transitions t0 in between, we have that t0
and t are concurrent (this is proved below too). When s1 )p1 ,r1 ,k1 s2 and t
are adjacent we can remove both of them using ≈. The resulting derivation
is strictly shorter, thus the claim follows by the inductive hypothesis.
Let us now prove the results used above. Thanks to the loop lemma
(Lemma 11) we have the derivations above iff we have two forward derivations
which are coinitial (with s2 as initial state) and cofinal: d; d2 and d0 . We
first consider the case where r1 6= Sched . Since the first transition of d; d2 ,
7
More precisely, the transition is not t, but a transition that applies the same rule to
the same process and producing the same history item, but possibly applied to a different
system.
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(s1 )p1 ,r1 ,k1 s2 ), adds item k1 to the history of p1 and such an item is never
removed (since the derivation is forward), then the same item k1 has to be
added also by a transition in d0 , otherwise the two derivations cannot be
cofinal. The earliest transition in d0 adding item k1 is exactly t.
Let us now justify that for each transition t0 before t in d0 we have that t0
and t are concurrent. First, t0 is a forward transition and it should be applied
to a process which is different from p1 , otherwise the item k1 would be added
by transition t in the wrong position in the history of p1 . We consider the
following cases:
• If t0 applies rule Spawn to create a process p, then t should not apply to
process p since the process p1 to which t applies already existed before
t0 . Therefore, t0 and t are concurrent.
• If t0 applies rule Send to send a message to some process p, then t
cannot deliver the same message since we know that t is not a Sched
since it adds item k1 to the history. Thus t0 and t are concurrent.
• If t0 applies some other rule, then t0 and t are clearly concurrent.
Now, we consider the case r1 = Sched with k1 = sched({v, λ}), so that
(s1 )p1 ,Sched,k1 s2 ) adds a message {v, λ} to the queue of p1 . We now distinguish two cases according to whether there is in d; d2 an application of rule
Receive to p1 or not:
• If the forward derivation d; d2 contains no application of rule Receive to
p1 then, in the final state, the queue of process p1 contains the message.
Hence, d0 needs to contain a Sched for the same message. The earliest
such Sched transition in d0 is exactly t.
Let us now justify that for each transition t0 before t in d0 we have that
t0 and t are concurrent. Consider the case where t0 applies rule Sched
to deliver a different message to the same process p1 . Since no Receive
would be performed on p1 then the queue will stay different, and the
two derivations could not be cofinal, hence this case can never happen.
In all the other cases the two transitions are concurrent.
• If the forward derivation d; d2 contains at least an application of rule
Receive to p1 , let us consider the first such application. This creates a
history item k2 . In order for the two derivations to be cofinal, the same
history item needs to be created in d0 . The queue stored in k2 has a
suffix {v, λ} : q, hence also in d0 the first Sched delivering a message to
p1 should deliver message {v, λ}. Since there are no other Sched nor
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Receive targeting p1 then the Sched delivering message {v, λ} to p1 is
concurrent to all previous transitions as desired.
2
Finally, we can state and prove the causal consistency of our reversible semantics. Intuitively speaking, it states that two different derivations starting
from the same initial state can reach the same final state if and only if they
are causal consistent. On the one hand, it means that derivations which are
causal consistent lead to the same final state, hence it is not possible to distinguish such derivations looking at their final states (as a consequence, also
their possible evolutions coincide). In particular, swapping two concurrent
transitions or doing and undoing a given transition has no impact on the
final state. On the other hand, derivations differing in any other way are
distinguishable by looking at their final state, e.g., the final state keeps track
of any past nondeterministic choice. In other terms, causal consistency states
that the amount of history information stored is precisely what is needed to
distinguish computations which are not causal consistent, and no more.
Theorem 21 (Causal consistency). Let d1 and d2 be coinitial derivations.
Then, d1 ≈ d2 iff d1 and d2 are cofinal.
Proof. By definition of ≈, if d1 ≈ d2 , then they are coinitial and cofinal,
so this direction of the theorem is verified.
Now, we have to prove that, if d1 and d2 are coinitial and cofinal, then d1 ≈
d2 . By the rearranging lemma (Lemma 18), we know that the two derivations
can be written as the composition of a backward derivation, followed by a
forward derivation, so we assume that d1 and d2 have this form. The claim
is proved by lexicographic induction on the sum of the lengths of d1 and d2 ,
and on the distance between the end of d1 and the earliest pair of transitions
t1 in d1 and t2 in d2 which are not equal. If all such transitions are equal,
we are done. Otherwise, we have to consider three cases depending on the
directions of the two transitions:
1. Consider that t1 is a forward transition and t2 is a backward one. Let
us assume that d1 = d; t1 ; d0 and d2 = d; t2 ; d00 . Here, we know that
t1 ; d0 is a forward derivation, so we can apply the shortening lemma
(Lemma 20) to the derivations t1 ; d0 and t2 ; d00 (since d1 and d2 are
coinitial and cofinal, so are t1 ; d0 and t2 ; d00 ), and we have that t2 ; d00 has
a strictly shorter forward derivation which is causally equivalent, and
so the same is true for d2 . The claim then follows by induction.
2. Consider now that both t1 and t2 are forward transitions. By assumption, the two transitions must be different. Let us assume first that
they are not concurrent. Therefore, they should be applied to the
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same process and either both rules are Sched , or one is Sched and the
other one is Receive. In the first case, we get a contradiction to the
fact that d1 and d2 are cofinal since both derivations are forward and,
thus, we would either have a different queue in the process or different
items rec(. . .) in the history. In the second case, where we have one
rule Sched and one Receive, the situation is similar. Therefore, we can
assume that t1 and t2 are concurrent transitions.
We have two cases, according to whether t1 is an application of Sched or
not. If it is not, let t01 be the transition in d2 creating the same history
item as t1 . Then, we have to prove that t01 can be switched back with
all previous forward transitions. This holds since no previous forward
transition can add any history item to the same process, since otherwise
the two derivations could not be cofinal. Hence the previous forward
transitions are applied to different processes and thus we never have a
conflict since the only possible sources of conflict would be rules Spawn
and Sched , but this could not happen since, in this case, t1 could not
happen neither.
If t1 is an application of Sched then we can find the transition t01 in
d2 scheduling the same message (otherwise the two derivations could
not be cofinal), and show that it can be switched with all the previous
transitions. If the previous transition targets a different process then
the only possible conflicts are with rules Send or Spawn, but in this case
t1 could not have been performed. If the previous transition targets the
same process then the only possible conflicts are with rules Sched or
Receive, but in this case the derivations could not be cofinal.
Then, in all the cases, we can repeatedly apply the switching lemma
(Lemma 16) to have a derivation causally equivalent to d2 where t2 and
t01 are consecutive. The same reasoning can be applied in d1 , so we end
up with consecutive transitions t1 and t02 . Finally, we can apply the
switching lemma once more to t1 ; t02 so that the first pair of different
transitions is now closer to the end of the derivation. Hence the claim
follows by the inductive hypothesis.
3. Finally, consider that both t1 and t2 are backward transitions. By
definition, we have that t1 and t2 are concurrent. Let us consider first
that the rules applied in the transitions are different from Sched . Then,
we have that t1 and t2 cannot remove the same history item. Let k1 be
the history item removed by t1 . Since d1 and d2 are cofinal, either there
is another transition in d1 that puts k1 back in the history or there is a
transition t01 in d2 removing the same history item k1 . In the first case,
t1 should be concurrent to all the backward transitions following it but
the ones that remove history items from the history of the same process.
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All the transitions of this kind have to be undone by corresponding
forward transitions (since they are not possible in d2 ). Consider the
last such transition: we can use the switching lemma (Lemma 16) to
make it the last backward transition. Similarly, the forward transition
undoing it should be concurrent to all the previous forward transitions
(the reason is the same as in the previous case). Thus, we can use the
switching lemma again to make it the first forward transition. Finally,
we can apply the simplification rule t; t ≈ init(t) to remove the two
transitions, thus shortening the derivation. In the second case (there
is a transition t01 in d2 removing the same history item k1 ), one can
argue as in case (2) above. The claim then follows by the inductive
hypothesis.
The case when at least one of the rules applied in the transitions
is Sched follows by a similar reasoning by considering the respective
queues instead of the histories.
2
We now show that, as a corollary of previous results, a transition can be
undone if and only if each of its consequences, if any, has been undone.
Formally, a consequence of a forward transition t is a forward transition t0
that can only happen after t has been performed (assuming t has not been
undone in between). Hence t0 cannot be switched with t. E.g., consuming a
message from the queue of a process (using rule Receive) is a consequence of
delivering this message (using rule Sched ). Similarly, every action performed
by a process is a consequence of spawning this process.
Corollary 22. Let d = (s1
···
sn * sn+1
···
sm ) be a derivation, with t = (sn *p,r,k sn+1 ) a forward transition. Then, transition t can
be applied to sm , i.e., sm )p,r,k sm+1 iff each consequence of t in d, if any,
has been undone in d.
Proof. If each consequence t0 of t in d has been undone in d then we can find
d0 ≈ d with no consequence of t, by moving each consequence t0 and its undoing t0 close to each other (they can be switched using the switching lemma
(Lemma 16) with all the transitions in between, but for further consequences
which can be removed beforehand) and then applying t0 ; t0 ≈ init(t0 ) . Then
we can find d00 ≈ d0 where t is the last transition, since t is concurrent to all
subsequent transitions, hence we can apply the switching lemma (Lemma 16)
again. The thesis then follows by applying the loop lemma (Lemma 11).
Assume now that transition t can be applied to sm . Thanks to the rearranging lemma (Lemma 18) there is a derivation db ; df ≈ d; t where db
is a backward derivation and df is a forward derivation. In order to transform d; t into db ; df we need to move t backward using the switching lemma
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(Lemma 16) until we find t. However, neither t nor t can be switched with
the consequences of t, hence the only possibility is that all the consequences
t0 of t can be removed using t0 ; t0 ≈ init(t0 ) as above.
2
5. Rollback Semantics
In this section, we introduce a (nondeterministic) “undo” operation which
has some similarities to, e.g., the rollback operator of [18, 14]. Here, processes
in “rollback” mode are annotated using b cΨ , where Ψ is the set of requested
rollbacks. A typical rollback refers to a checkpoint that the backward computation of the process has to go through before resuming its forward computation. To be precise, we distinguish the following types of rollbacks:
• #tch , where “ch” stands for “checkpoint”: a rollback to undo the actions
of a process until a checkpoint with identifier t is reached;
• #sp , where “sp” stands for “spawn”: a rollback to undo all the actions
of a process, finally deleting it from the system;
• #λsch , where “sch” stands for “sched”: a rollback to undo the actions of
a process until the delivery of a message {v, λ} is undone.
In the following, in order to simplify the reduction rules, we consider that
our semantics satisfies the following structural equivalence:
(SC ) Γ; bhp, h, (θ, e), qic∅ | Π ≡ Γ; hp, h, (θ, e), qi | Π
Note that only the first of the rollback types above targets a checkpoint.
This kind of checkpoint is introduced nondeterministically by the rule below,
where we denote by )
) the new reduction relation that models backward
moves of the rollback semantics:
) Γ; bhp, h, (θ, e), qicΨ∪{#tch } | Π
(Undo) Γ; bhp, h, (θ, e), qicΨ | Π )
if check(θ0 , e0 , t) occurs in h, for some θ0 and e0
Only after this rule is applied steps can be undone, since default computation
in the rollback semantics is forward.
The backward rules of the rollback semantics are shown in Figure 15.
Here, we assume that Ψ 6= ∅ (but Ψ0 might be empty).
Note that, while rollbacks to checkpoints are generated nondeterministically by rule Undo, the two other kinds of checkpoints are generated by the
backward reduction rules in order to ensure causal consistency (in the sense
of Corollary 22). This is clarified by the discussion below, where we briefly
explain the main differences w.r.t. the uncontrolled backward semantics:
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(Seq)

Γ; bhp, τ (θ, e) : h, (θ0 , e0 ), qicΨ | Π )
) Γ; bhp, h, (θ, e), qicΨ | Π

(Check )

Γ; bhp, check(θ, e, t) : h, (θ0 , e0 ), qicΨ | Π )
) Γ; bhp, h, (θ, e), qicΨ\{#tch } | Π

(Send1 )

Γ ∪ {(p0 , {v, λ})}; bhp, send(θ, e, p0 , {v, λ}) : h, (θ0 , e0 ), qicΨ | Π )
) Γ; bhp, h, (θ, e), qicΨ | Π

(Send2 )

Γ; bhp, send(θ, e, p0 , {v, λ}) : h, (θ0 , e0 ), qicΨ | bhp0 , h 0 , (θ00 , e00 ), q 0 icΨ0 | Π
)
) Γ; bhp, send(θ, e, p0 , {v, λ}) : h, (θ0 , e0 ), qicΨ | bhp0 , h 0 , (θ00 , e00 ), q 0 icΨ0 ∪{#λsch } | Π
if (p0 , {v, λ}) does not occur in Γ and #λsch 6∈ Ψ0

(Receive)

Γ; bhp, rec(θ, e, {v, λ}, q) : h, (θ0 , e0 ), q\\{v, λ}icΨ | Π )
) Γ; bhp, h, (θ, e), qicΨ | Π

(Spawn1 )

Γ; bhp, spawn(θ, e, p00 ) : h, (θ0 , e0 ), qicΨ | bh[ ], p00 , (θ00 , e00 ), [ ]icΨ0 | Π
)
) Γ; bhp, h, (θ, e), qicΨ | Π

(Spawn2 )

Γ; bhp, spawn(θ, e, p00 ) : h, (θ, e), qicΨ | bhp00 , h 00 , (θ00 , e00 ), q 00 icΨ0 | Π
)
) Γ; bhp, spawn(θ, e, p00 ) : h, (θ, e), qicΨ | bhp00 , h 00 , (θ00 , e00 ), q 00 icΨ0 ∪{#sp } | Π
if h 00 6= [ ] ∨ q 00 6= [ ] and #sp 6∈ Ψ0

(Self )
(Sched )

Γ; bhp, self(θ, e) : h, (θ0 , e0 ), qicΨ | Π )
) Γ; bhp, h, (θ, e), qicΨ | Π
Γ; bhp, h, (θ, e), {v, λ} : qicΨ | Π )
) Γ ∪ (p, {v, λ}); bhp, h, (θ, e), qicΨ\{#λsch } | Π
if the topmost rec(. . .) item in h (if any) has the
form rec(θ0 , e0 , {v 0 , λ0 }, q 0 ) with q 0 \\{v 0 , λ0 } =
6 {v, λ} : q
Figure 15: Rollback semantics: backward reduction rules

• As in the uncontrolled semantics of Figure 11, the sending of a message
can be undone when the message is still in the global mailbox (rule
Send1 ). Otherwise, one may need to first apply rule Send2 in order to
“propagate” the rollback mode to the receiver of the message, so that
rules Sched and Send1 can be eventually applied.
• As for undoing the spawning of a process p00 , rule Spawn1 steadily
applies when both the history and the queue of the spawned process
p00 are empty, thus deleting both the history item in p and the process
p00 . Otherwise, we apply rule Spawn2 to propagate the rollback mode
to process p00 so that, eventually, rule Spawn1 can be applied.
• Finally, observe that rule Sched requires the same side condition as
in the uncontrolled semantics. This is needed in order to avoid the
commutation of rules Receive and Sched .
The rollback semantics is modeled by the relation #, which is defined as
the union of the forward reversible relation * (Figure 10) and the backward
relation )
) defined in Figure 15. Note that, in contrast to the (uncontrolled)
reversible semantics of Section 4, the rollback semantics given by the relation
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# has less nondeterministic choices: all computations run forward except
when a rollback action demands some backward steps to recover a previous
state of a process (which can be propagated to other processes in order to
undo the spawning of a process or the sending of a message).
Note, however, that besides the introduction of rollbacks, there is still
some nondeterminism in the backward rules of the rollback semantics: on the
one hand, the selection of the process when there are several ongoing rollbacks
is nondeterministic; also, in many cases, both rule Sched and another rule are
applicable to the same process. The semantics could be made deterministic
by using a particular strategy to select the processes (e.g., round robin) and
applying rule Sched whenever possible (i.e., give to Sched a higher priority
than to the remaining backward rules).
Example 23. Consider again the program shown in Figure 12. Let us assume that function main/0 is now defined as follows:
main/0 = fun () → let S = spawn(server/0, [ ])
in let = spawn(client/1, [S])
in let X = check(t)
in apply client/1 (S)
so that a checkpoint has been introduced after spawning the two processes:
the server (s) and one of the clients (c2). Then, by repeating the same
forward derivation shown in Figure 13 (with the additional step to evaluate
the checkpoint), we get the following final system:
{ }; hc1, [rec( , , m4 , [m4 ]), send( , , s, m3 ), check( , , t), spawn( , , c2),
spawn( , , s)], ( , ok), [ ]i
| hs, [send( , , c1, m4 ), rec( , , m3 , [m3 ]), send( , , c2, m2 ),
rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])], ( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [rec( , , m2 , [m2 ]), send( , , s, m1 )], ( , ok), [ ]i
Figure 16 shows the steps performed by the rollback semantics in order to
undo the steps of process c1 until the checkpoint is reached. In Figure 16 we
follow the same conventions as in Examples 7 and 9. Observe that we could
also use the relation “#” here in order to also perform some forward steps
on process c2, as it would happen in practice.
We state below the soundness of the rollback semantics. In order to do it,
we let rolldel(s) denote the system that results from s by removing ongoing
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{ };

bhc1, [rec( , , m4 , [m4 ]), send( , , s, m3 ), check( , , t), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)],
( , ok), [ ]ic{#t }
ch
| hs, [send( , , c1, m4 ), rec( , , m3 , [m3 ]), send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])],
( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [rec( , , m2 , [m2 ]), send( , , s, m1 )], ( , ok), [ ]i

)
)Receive { };

bhc1, [send( , , s, m3 ), check( , , t), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)],
( , C[receive ack → ok]), [m4 ]ic{#t }
ch
| hs, [send( , , c1, m4 ), rec( , , m3 , [m3 ]), send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])],
( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [rec( , , m2 , [m2 ]), send( , , s, m1 )], ( , ok), [ ]i

)
)Send2 { };

bhc1, [send( , , s, m3 ), check( , , t), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)],
( , C[receive ack → ok]), [m4 ]ic{#t }
ch
| bhs, [send( , , c1, m4 ), rec( , , m3 , [m3 ]), send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])],
( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]ic{#3 }
sch
| hc2, [rec( , , m2 , [m2 ]), send( , , s, m1 )], ( , ok), [ ]i

)
)Send2 { };

bhc1, [send( , , s, m3 ), check( , , t), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)],
( , C[receive ack → ok]), [m4 ]ic{#t ,#4 }
sch
ch
| bhs, [send( , , c1, m4 ), rec( , , m3 , [m3 ]), send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])],
( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]ic{#3 }
sch
| hc2, [rec( , , m2 , [m2 ]), send( , , s, m1 )], ( , ok), [ ]i

)
)Sched

{(c1, m4 )}; bhc1, [send( , , s, m3 ), check( , , t), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)],
( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]ic{#t }
ch
| bhs, [send( , , c1, m4 ), rec( , , m3 , [m3 ]), send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])],
( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]ic{#3 }
sch
| hc2, [rec( , , m2 , [m2 ]), send( , , s, m1 )], ( , ok), [ ]i

)
)Send1 { };

bhc1, [send( , , s, m3 ), check( , , t), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)],
( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]ic{#t }
ch
| bhs, [rec( , , m3 , [m3 ]), send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])], ( , C[c1 ! ack]), [ ]ic{#3 }
sch
| hc2, [rec( , , m2 , [m2 ]), send( , , s, m1 )], ( , ok), [ ]i

)
)Receive { };

bhc1, [send( , , s, m3 ), check( , , t), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)],
( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]ic{#t }
ch
| bhs, [send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])], ( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [m3 ]ic{#3 }
sch
| hc2, [rec( , , m2 , [m2 ]), send( , , s, m1 )], ( , ok), [ ]i

)
)Sched

{(s, m3 )}; bhc1, [send( , , s, m3 ), check( , , t), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)],
( , C[receive ack → ok]), [ ]ic{#t }
ch
| hs, [send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])], ( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [rec( , , m2 , [m2 ]), send( , , s, m1 )], ( , ok), [ ]i

)
)Send1 { };

)
)Check

{ };

bhc1, [check( , , t), spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[s ! {c1, req}]), [ ]ic{#t }
ch
| hs, [send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])], ( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [rec( , , m2 , [m2 ]), send( , , s, m1 )], ( , ok), [ ]i
hc1, [spawn( , , c2), spawn( , , s)], ( , C[check(t)]), [ ]i
| hs, [send( , , c2, m2 ), rec( , , m1 , [m1 ])], ( , C[receive {P, M } → . . .]), [ ]i
| hc2, [rec( , , m2 , [m2 ]), send( , , s, m1 )], ( , ok), [ ]i

Figure 16: A derivation under the backward reduction rules of Figure 15, with m1 =
{{c2, req}, 1}, m2 = {ack, 2}, m3 = {{c1, req}, 3}, and m4 = {ack, 4}.
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rollbacks; formally, rolldel(Γ; Π) = Γ; rolldel0 (Π), with
rolldel0 (hp, h, (θ, e), qi)
rolldel0 (bhp, h, (θ, e), qicΨ )
rolldel0 (hp, h, (θ, e), qi | Π)
rolldel0 (bhp, h, (θ, e), qicΨ | Π)

=
=
=
=

hp, h, (θ, e), qi
hp, h, (θ, e), qi
hp, h, (θ, e), qi | rolldel0 (Π)
hp, h, (θ, e), qi | rolldel0 (Π)

where we assume that Π is not empty. We also extend the definition of initial
and reachable systems to the rollback semantics.
Definition 24 (Reachable systems under the rollback semantics).
A system is initial under the rollback semantics if it is composed by a single
process with an empty set Ψ of active rollbacks; furthermore, the history, the
queue and the global mailbox are empty too. A system s is reachable under
the rollback semantics if there exist an initial system s0 and a derivation
s0 #∗ s using the rules corresponding to a given program.
Theorem 25 (Soundness). Let s be a system reachable under the rollback
semantics. If s #∗ s0 , then rolldel(s) ∗ rolldel(s0 ).
Proof. For forward transitions the proof is trivial since the forward rules
are the same in both semantics, and they apply only to processes which are
not under rollback. For backward transitions the proof is by case analysis on
the applied rule, noting that the effect of structural equivalence is removed
by rolldel:
• Rule Undo: the effect is removed by rolldel, hence an application of
this rule corresponds to a zero-step derivation under the uncontrolled
semantics;
• Rules Seq, Check , Send1 , Receive, Spawn1 , Self and Sched : they are
matched, respectively, by rules Seq, Check , Send , Receive, Spawn, Self
and Sched of the uncontrolled semantics;
• Rules Send2 and Spawn2 : the effect is removed by rolldel, hence an
application of any of these rules corresponds to a zero-step derivation
under the uncontrolled semantics.
2
We can now show the completeness of the rollback semantics provided that
the involved process is in rollback mode:
Lemma 26 (Completeness in rollback mode). Let s be a reachable system. If s ) s0 then take any system sr such that rolldel(sr ) = s and where the
process that performed the transition s ) s0 is in rollback mode for a nonempty set of rollbacks. There exists s0r such that sr )
) s0r and rolldel(s0r ) = s0 .
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Proof. The proof is by case analysis on the applied rule. Each step is
matched by the homonymous rule, but for Send and Spawn which are matched
by rules Send1 and Spawn1 .
2
The following result illustrates the usefulness of the rollback semantics:
Lemma 27. Let us consider a forward derivation d of the form:
Γ; hp, h, (θ, let X = check(t) in e), qi | Π
* Γ; hp, check(θ, let X = check(t) in e, t) : h, (θ, let X = t in e), qi | Π
*∗ Γ0 ; hp, h 0 , (θ0 , e0 ), q 0 i | Π0
Then, there is a backward derivation d0 under the rollback semantics restoring
process p:
Γ0 ; bhp, h 0 , (θ0 , e0 ), q 0 ic{#tch } | Π0
)
)∗ Γ00 ; hp, h, (θ, let X = check(t) in e), qi | Π00
Proof. Trivially (by Theorem 25) the forward derivation d can also be
performed under the uncontrolled reversible semantics. Now, by applying
the loop lemma (Lemma 11) to each step of d, we have a backward derivation
d of the form:
Γ0 ; hp, h 0 , (θ0 , e0 ), q 0 i | Π0
)∗ Γ; hp, h, (θ, let X = check(t) in e), qi | Π
Consider the relation ≤ on transitions of d defined as the reflexive and transitive closure of the following clauses:
• t1 ≤ t2 if both t1 and t2 undo actions in the same process p0 , and the
transition undone by t2 is a direct consequence of the one undone by
t1 ;
• t1 ≤ t2 if t1 undoes a spawn of process p2 and t2 undoes the first
transition of p2 ;
• t1 ≤ t2 if t1 undoes the send of a message λ and t2 undoes the scheduling
of the same message.
Let us show that ≤ is a partial order. We only need to show that there are
no cycles, but this follows from the fact that the total order given by d is
compatible with ≤.
We also notice that any two transitions which are not related by ≤ can
be swapped using the switching lemma (Lemma 16).
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Then, there exists a derivation dr ; du such that dr contains all transitions
t such that tl ≤ t where tl is the last transition in d, and only them. Since
du contains no transition on p we have that dr is of the form:
Γ0 ; hp, h 0 , (θ0 , e0 ), q 0 i | Π0
)∗ Γ00 ; hp, h, (θ, let X = check(t) in e), qi | Π00
Using again the switching lemma (Lemma 16) one can transform dr into a
derivation d0r obtained using the following execution strategy, where initially
the active process is p, the termination condition is “the checkpoint action t
has been undone”, and the stack is empty:
• transitions of the active process are undone if possible, until the termination condition holds; if there is an occurrence of the active process in
the stack and the termination condition for this process is matched because of the current transition undo, remove such occurrence from the
stack (this remove does not follow the usual FIFO strategy for stacks);
• if the termination condition holds, then pop a new active process from
the stack, if there are no processes on the stack then terminate;
• if no transition is possible for the active process then one of the two
following subconditions should hold:
1. the active process needs to undo a spawn of a process which is
not in the initial state: push the active process on the stack, and
set the spawned process as new active process with termination
condition “all actions have been undone”;
2. the active process needs to undo a send of a message λ which is
not in the global mailbox: push the active process on the stack,
and set the process to which message λ has been scheduled as new
active process with termination condition “the scheduling of the
message λ has been undone”;
The switching lemma can be applied since this execution strategy is compatible with ≤. Now we show that the same execution strategy can be performed
using the rollback semantics. We only need to show that the active process
is in rollback mode, then the thesis will follow from the completeness in rollback mode (Lemma 26). This can be shown by inspection of the execution
strategy, considering the following invariant: the active process and all the
processes on the stack are in rollback mode, and they have one checkpoint for
each occurrence in the stack, plus one for the occurrence as active process.
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The invariant holds at the beginning since p has one checkpoint corresponding to its termination condition. When the termination condition holds, a
checkpoint is removed by rule Check , Spawn1 , or Sched . When a new active
process is selected, a new checkpoint is added by rule Spawn2 or Send2 . 2
One can notice that in the lemma above only the process containing the
checkpoint is restored. We can restore the whole system to the original configuration only if we restrict the forward derivation to be a causal derivation,
following the terminology in [10].
Definition 28. A forward derivation d is causal iff all the transitions are
consequences of the first one.
Hence, we have the following corollary:
Corollary 29. Let us consider a causal derivation d of the form:
Γ; hp, h, (θ, let X = check(t) in e), qi | Π
* Γ; hp, check(θ, let X = check(t) in e, t) : h, (θ, let X = t in e), qi | Π
*∗ Γ0 ; hp, h 0 , (θ0 , e0 ), q 0 i | Π0
Then, there is a backward derivation d0 under the rollback semantics restoring
the system to the original configuration:
Γ0 ; bhp, h 0 , (θ0 , e0 ), q 0 ic{#tch } | Π0
)
)∗ Γ; hp, h, (θ, let X = check(t) in e), qi | Π
Proof. The proof follows the same strategy as the one of Lemma 27, notic2
ing that du is empty hence Γ = Γ00 and Π = Π00 .
While a derivation restoring the whole system exists, not all derivations do
so. More in general, given a set of rollbacks, it is not the case that there is
a unique system that is obtained by executing backward transitions as far
as possible (without executing any Undo). Indeed, the only nondeterminism
is due to the fact that Sched can commute with other transitions, e.g., with
Check , which ends the rollback. If we establish a policy for Sched actions,
and we use the dual policy for undoing them, then the result is unique. A
sample policy could be that Sched steps are performed as late as possible,
and dually undone as soon as possible. In such a setting we have the following
result:
Lemma 30. Let s be a reachable system. If s )
) s1 and s )
) s2 , both
transitions use the same policy for Sched , and the rules are different from
Undo, then there exists a system s0 such that s1 )
)∗ s0 and s2 )
)∗ s0 .
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Proof. Let us consider the case where both transitions are applied to the
same process p. In this case, only one backward rule is applicable and the
claim follows trivially. Note that the only case where more than one backward
rule would be applicable is when one of the rules is Sched and the other one
is a different rule, but this case is excluded by the fact that we consider a
fixed policy for Sched as mentioned above.
Consider now the case where each transition is applied to a different
process, say p1 and p2 , so that we have s )
) s1 and s )
) s2 . By the soundness
of the backward reduction rules of the rollback semantics (Theorem 25), we
have rolldel(s) )∗ rolldel(s1 ) and rolldel(s) )∗ rolldel(s2 ). Note that each of
the derivations above has either length 1 or 0. We just consider the case
where they have both length 1, since the others are simpler. By the square
lemma (Lemma 13), there exists a system s00 such that rolldel(s1 ) ) s00 and
rolldel(s2 ) ) s00 . Now, we show that processes p2 and p1 are still in rollback
mode in s1 and s2 , respectively. Here, the only case where the application of
a backward rule to a process removes a rollback from a different process is
Spawn. Consider, e.g., that the rule applied to process p1 is Spawn and that
the removed process is p2 . In this case, however, no backward rule could be
applied to process p2 , so this case is not possible. Therefore, by applying
) s02
the completeness of the rollback semantics, we have s1 )
) s01 and s2 )
with rolldel(s01 ) = rolldel(s02 ) = s00 . The thesis follows by noticing that the
rollbacks in s01 and s02 coincide (in both the cases they are the rollbacks in s
minus the ones removed by the performed transitions, which are the same in
2
both the cases) hence s01 = s02 = s0 .
The following result is an easy corollary of the previous lemma:
Corollary 31. Let s be a reachable system. If s )
)∗ s1 6)
) and s )
)∗ s2 6)
),
both derivations use the same policy for Sched , and never use rule Undo,
then s1 = s2 .
Proof. Analogously to the proof of Corollary 14, using standard results
for confluence of abstract relations [2], we have that Lemma 30 implies that
there exists a system s0 such that s1 )
)∗ s0 and s2 )
)∗ s0 . Moreover, since
both s1 and s2 are irreducible, we have s1 = s2 .
2
6. Proof-of-concept Implementation of the Reversible Semantics
We have developed a proof-of-concept implementation of the uncontrolled
reversible semantics for Erlang that we presented in Section 3. This implementation is conveniently bundled together with a graphical user interface
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Figure 17: Screenshot of the application

(we refer to this as “the application”) in order to facilitate the interaction of
users with the reversible semantics. However, the application has been developed in a modular way, so that it is possible to include the implementation
of the reversible semantics in other projects (e.g., it has been included in the
reversible debugger CauDEr [22, 21]).
Let us recall that our semantics is defined for a language that is equivalent
to Core Erlang [7], a much simpler language than Erlang. Not surprisingly,
the implementation of our reversible semantics is defined for Core Erlang as
well. Prior to its compilation, Erlang programs are translated to Core Erlang
by the Erlang/OTP system, so that the resulting code is simplified. For instance, pattern matching can occur almost anywhere in an Erlang program,
whereas in Core Erlang, pattern matching can only occur in case statements.
Nevertheless, directly writing Core Erlang programs would not be comfortable for the user, since Core Erlang is only used as an intermediate language.
Hence, our implementation considers the Core Erlang code translated from
the Erlang program provided by the user.
The application works as follows: when it is started, the first step is to
select an Erlang source file. The selected source file is then translated into
Core Erlang, and the resulting code is shown in the code window. Then,
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the user can choose any of the functions from the module and write the
arguments that she wants to evaluate the function with. An initial system
state, with an empty global mailbox and a single process performing the
specified function application, appears on the state window when the user
presses the start button, as shown in Figure 17. Now, the user is able to
control the system state by selecting the rules from the reversible semantics
that she wants to fire.
We have defined two different modes for controlling the reversible semantics. The first mode is a manual mode, where the user selects the rule to be
fired for a particular process or message. Here, the user is in charge of “controlling” the reversible semantics, although this approach can rapidly become
exhausting. The second mode is the automatic mode. Here, the user specifies
a number of steps and chooses a direction (forward or backward), and the
rules to be applied are selected at random—for the chosen direction—until
the specified number of steps is reached or no more rules can be applied. Alternatively, the user can move the state forward up to a normalised system.
To normalise a system, one must ignore the Sched rule and apply only the
other rules. A normalised system is reached when no rule other than Sched
can be fired. Hence, in a normalised system, either all processes are blocked
(waiting for some message to arrive) or the system state is final. Normalising
a system allows the user to perform all the reductions that do not depend on
the network. Reductions depending on the network can then be performed
one by one to understand their impact on the derivation.
The release version (v1.0) of the application is fully written in Erlang, and
it is publicly available from https://github.com/mistupv/rev-erlang under the MIT license. Hence, the only requirement to build the application is
to have Erlang/OTP installed. Besides, we have included some documentation and a few examples to easily test the application.
7. Related Work
First, regarding the semantics of Erlang presented in Section 3, we have
some similarities with both [5] and [30]. In contrast to [5], which presents
a monolithic semantics, our relation is split into expression-level rules and
system-level rules. This division eases the presentation of a reversible semantics, since it only affects the system-level rules. As for [30], we follow
the idea of introducing a global mailbox (there called “ether”) so that every
message passing communication can be decomposed into two steps: sending
and scheduling. Their semantics considers other features of Erlang (such as
links or monitors) but does not present the semantics of expressions, as we
do. Another difference lies in the fact that all side effects are asynchronous in
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[30] (e.g., the spawning of a process is asynchronous), a design decision that
allows for a simpler semantics. In our case, spawning a process is dealt with
in a synchronous manner, which is closer to the actual behaviour of Erlang.
Finally, as mentioned in Section 3, we deliberately ignore the restriction that
guarantees the order of messages for any pair of given processes. This may
increase the number of possible interleavings, but we consider that it models
better the behaviour of current Erlang implementations.
Regarding reversibility, the approach presented in this paper is in the line
of work on causal-consistent reversibility [9, 28] (see [20] for a survey). In
particular, our work is closer to [9], since we also consider adding a memory
(a history in our terminology) in order to make a computation reversible.
Moreover, our proof of causal consistency mostly follows the proof scheme
in [9]. In contrast, we consider a different concurrent language with asynchronous communication, while communication in [9] is synchronous. On
the other hand, [28] does not introduce a memory but keeps the old actions
marked with a “key”. As pointed out in [28], process equivalence is easier to
check than in [9] (where one would need to abstract away from the memories). Like [9], also [28] considers synchronous communication. Formalising
the Erlang semantics using a labelled transition relation as in [9, 28] (rather
than a reduction semantics, as we do in this paper), and then defining a
reversible extension would be an interesting and challenging approach for
further research.
Nevertheless, as mentioned in the Introduction, the closest to our work
is the debugging approach based on a rollback construct of [14, 15, 18, 19,
23], but it is defined in the context of a different language or formalism.
Among the languages considered in the works above, the closest to ours is
µOz [23, 14]. A main difference is that µOz is not distributed: messages
move atomically from the sender to a chosen queue, and from the queue
to the receiver. Each of the two actions is performed by a specific process,
hence naturally part of its history. In our case, the scheduling action is not
directly performed by a process, and it is only potentially observed when the
target process performs the receive action (but not necessarily observed, e.g.,
if the message does not match the patterns in the receive). The definition of
the notions of conflict and concurrency in this setting is, as a consequence,
much trickier than in µOz. This difficulty carries over to the definition of the
history information that needs to be tracked, and to how this information
is exploited in the reversible semantics (actually, this was one of the main
difficulties we encountered during our work). Furthermore, in the case of
µOz only the uncontrolled semantics has been fully formalised [23], while the
controlled semantics and the corresponding results are only sketched [14].
Also, we share some similarities with the checkpointing technique for
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fault-tolerant distributed computing of [11, 16], although the aim is different
(they aim at defining a new language rather than extending an existing one).
On the other hand, [25] has very recently introduced a novel technique
for recovery in Erlang based on session types. Although the approach is
different, our rollback semantics could also be used for rollback recovery. In
contrast to [25], that only considers recovery of processes as a whole, our
approach could be helpful to design a more fine grained recovery strategy.
Finally, as mentioned in the Introduction, this paper extends and improves [27] in different ways. Firstly, [27] only presents a rollback semantics. Here, we have introduced an uncontrolled reversible semantics and have
proved a number of fundamental theoretical properties, including its causal
consistency (no proofs of technical results are provided in [27]). Secondly,
the reversible semantics in [27] does not consider messages’ unique identifiers
(λ), so that the problems mentioned in Section 4 are not avoided. Moreover,
the process’ histories also include items for the applications of rule Sched,
which makes the underlying notion of concurrency unnecessarily restrictive.
As for the rollback semantics of [27], besides the points mentioned above,
it only considered one rollback for each process, while sets of rollbacks are
accepted in this work. Consequently, we have now reduced the number of
rules required to undo the sending of a message or to undo the introduction
of a checkpoint, so that the rollback semantics is simpler. Furthermore, we
have designed and developed a proof-of-concept implementation in this paper
that allowed us to check the viability of the reversible semantics in practice.
8. Conclusion and Future Work
We have defined a reversible semantics for a first-order subset of Erlang
that undoes the actions of a process step by step in a sequential way. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to define a reversible semantics for Erlang. In this work, we have first introduced an uncontrolled,
reversible semantics, and have proved that it enjoys the usual properties (loop
lemma, square lemma, and causal consistency). Then, we have introduced
a controlled version of the backward semantics that can be used to model a
rollback operator that undoes the actions of a process up to a given checkpoint. A proof-of-concept implementation shows that our approach is indeed
viable in practice.
As future work, we consider the definition of mechanisms to control reversibility so that history information is stored only when needed to perform
a rollback. This could be essential to extend Erlang with a new construct
for safe sessions, where all the actions in a session can be undone if the session aborts. Such a construct could have a great potential to automate the
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fault-tolerance capabilities of the language Erlang.
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